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CORRECTION AND NOTE
1. In Tables I, II, III, the sequence of the 
numbers in the first row should be reversed,
in each case :
e.g. Instead of Diam. .86 .69 .52 .36 .20 • 0I4. 
it should read Diam. .OI4. .20 .36 *52 .69 .66
2. Spot diameters given in inches, refer to 
dimensions on the photographic plates. To convert 
these to dimensions in the original mixture, the 
numerical values should be divided by the factor
2.3 (the photographic magnification).



ffeen you can measure what you are speaking afcout, 
and earn express It in numbers, you know something 
a%eut It.

Dord Kelvin
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1.

SUMMARY

1. The thesis falls into three main sections. In the
first the theoretical aspects of the problem are 

considered, and a rational basis for analysis of experimen
tal results derived. The second section describes the 
development of a new technique for measuring the progress of 
mixing, and its application to mixing machines. Findings 
are reviewed in the final section.

The theoretical ideas developed on the assessment of 
mixing offer a background, to include less comprehensive but 
more experimentally convenient measures of this state of 
mixing. A concentration distribution spectrum is proposed, 
as giving fundamental meaning to the ideas of clumping” of 
the components which make up a mixture. Analysis of the 
influence, on sample composition measures, of sample size, 
emphasises its association with scale effects and the progress 
of mixing, and this whole topic is discussed in some detail.

All available evidence on rates of mixing is shown to 
indicate that, over a substantial range, a first order 
kinetic mechanism applies. The influence of sample size on 
rate determinations is shown to be small, a finding of value 
in interpreting experimental results and in scaling up from 
laboratory trials.

Possible measures of efficiency are considered, and
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though the fundamental criteria are elusive, practical 
parameters are suggested and developed.

An experimental method of following the progress of 
mixing of flour doughs was evolved, and is described in 
detail. Analysis is carried out by photographing the 
pattern produced by colour differentiated components. The 
photographic plates are then scanned, using a photometric 
technique, to give a measure of the mixing. This measure 
is shown to be reproducible, self consistent, and in agree
ment with such theoretical predictions as can be made.

The method is first applied to investigate the 
theoretical concepts, and then to assess the performance 
characteristics of two types of laboratory mixers. This 
produces evidence that the "sigmoid arm" kneading machines, 
extensively used in practice, are less efficient than other 
types. Finally, it is shown that the method can be extended 
readily to a commercial scale mixing machine.
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3-

I NTRODU Of I OS

2* Mixing, though its uses are extensive and. diversi
fied, is still an art rather than a science. The 

reasons for this are not its lack of importance for it is 
an essential operation of modern chemical industry, hut 
rather its apparent simplicity, contrasted with the diffi
culty of an adequate quantitative description.

Ho comprehensive measure exists to measure the state 
of a mixture, nor have the associated problems of predicting, 
and measuring, mixing machine performances, been solved. 
Outside a few specialised topics, whose urgency has compelled 
attention, the experimental data available are limited in 
scope and utility. The bulk of the work remains to be done, 
both in formulating the fundamental theory, and in performing 
the experiments which must accompany, establish, and apply, 
this theory. The only basis for design at present is 
accumulated experience, and better and cheaper mixing equip
ment could be expected to result from a more rational 
approach.

This study is an investigation into some mixing 
problems, with particular reference to the mixing of plastic 
and semi-solid materials, where natural diffusion plays no 
appreciable part, and the mixing is accomplished by cyclic 
disturbances which rearrange the components. An attempt is
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made to extend basic knowledge of the mixing process, and 
also an account of an experimental technique, designed to 
measure this is given, together with results from its 
application.

The thesis falls into three main sections. The first 
is concerned with the fundamental theory. Following a 
review and discussion of the published literature, exten
sions to this are proposed particularly on the subject of 
the state of a mixture. The scope of the treatment is 
broad, trying to indicate both the extent and the lack of 
knowledge.

The second section is an account of the experimental 
work and its results. It is concerned with plastic 
materials, and arises, in part, from a problem in the baking 
industry. A technique is evolved to assess such mixtures 
and applied to practical examples. Details are given of 
the apparatus, the method, and the results obtained.

Finally there is a section giving a discussion of the 
results and some conclusions. The experimental work is 
discussed, appraised critically, and related as far as 
possible to the theoretical ideas and practical applications.

An index of the notation used, folding out for 
convenient reference may be found at the back of
this volume.
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5.

3. fundamental theory

The problems associated with the development of a 
theory of mixing fall into three main groups, a) 

the measurement of the state of mixing, b) the mechanism 
and rates by which this state can be changed by external 
or internal forces, and c) the energy and efficiency 
considerations involved in these changes.

This section deals with these in turn, presenting for 
each a short introduction, a review of the published work, 
such new ideas as can be put forward, and finally an attempt 
to sum up the position. The main interest throughout is in 
plastic mixing, but much of the discussion is general and 
covers broad aspects of the subject.

3•1 The Measurement of State or Degree of Mixing.

3*11 Stated as simply as possible, the problem is to
characterise, in some way, the distribution of the 

different components throughout the mixture. For any 
mixture in which there are distinguishable components, there 
are ideas of clumping and grouping of these into various 
regions where individual components predominate. A descrip
tion of the mixture has to give as briefly as possible, that 
is using the fewest parameters, information as to the size 
and distribution of these ’’clumps". It must inevitably 
compromise between the twin limits of, on the one hand vast
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numbers of terms which will give the position of every 
particle in the system tout are quite unmanageable, and 
on the other one or two terms which can arise from vast 
numbers of systems*

The range of dispersion for which the measure must 
account is very wide, and some idea of its extent is given 
by the patterns of Hg.1. These range from the wholly 
regular to the random, with all manner of possibilities in 
between* It seems unreasonable to condemn any of these, 
even the regular ones, as being outside the scope of mixing 
because no ordinary mixing machine will produce them; 
there is no doubt that they are mixed in at least one sense, 
and, if possible, must be included. How comes the problem; 
of the patterns given, and all the other possible ones, how 
can it be decided which is the better mixed, and to what 
extent. In the following discussion several proposed 
solutions will be examined. It will be seen that they are 
all based on statistical measurements because, at least 
from the experimental side, this seems to be the only 
possible mode of attack, and any theory which cannot be 
applied to experiment in some way is little more than an 
Imaginative exercise. Beyond this they vary to some extent, 
though there is much underlying uniformity. To make the 
treatment more compact only two component systems will be 
considered.
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5*12 Variation in Sample Composition.

Perhaps the most immediately obvious approach to 
the problem of measuring mixing, is to consider the com
position of samples drawn from the mixture. fhe overall 
proportion of the components is usually known, but in a 
random sample the components present will not in general 
have this same proportion, though if a large number of them 
are taken their mean proportions will approach that of the 
mixture as a whole. When in a relatively un-mixed state 
the variation in sample proportions will be considerable, 
and this variation will diminish as the mixing proceeds. 
Consequently a measure of this variation would seem to 
correspond to intuitive concepts of mixing.

3*121 Statistical Measures.

fhere are two convenient ways of handling this 
variations-

3*1211 $he Mean Absolute Deviation.

Consider a mixture of proportions a of component 
A , 'E of component B. Various samples drawn from this 
8tfS1)81  ....  s* will have proportions a, ,a  .a' • • 1 1 1 y\
of A. fhe mean absolute deviation of their proportions 
is given by:

d as \(a - a)l .... 1.
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It may be seen that, if the sample proportions are known, 
d Is quite easily calculated, but it is difficult to 
handle in a theoretical treatment because of the occurrence 
of the "absolute value" which makes the algebra very 
complicated.

3*1212 fhe Variance and Standard Deviation,

faking the same notation as above, the standard 
deviation is

the variance being, quite simply, .
fhe mean square process in effect treats the absolute 
values of the deviations, but does not involve the restric
tion of introducing it explicitly, and the variance, in 
particular, is convenient to handle theoretically. Because 
of its dimensions 1 is perhaps to be preferred to s 1 in 
practical work, but the transition from one to the other is 
very direct and simple. From a set of experimental sample 
proportion figures I is a little more tedious to calculate 
than d , but this is more than compensated for by its other 
properties. In the review below references i. and ii. use 
the mean absolute deviation type, while iii-ix. use the 
standard deviation or a derivative of it.

S 2
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3*122 Review of the Literature Using These Measures.

i) Coulson and M a i t r a ^  effectively use the mean 
absolute deviation as the measure of mixing in their

experimental work. They select samples from a batch of 
them, such that they have "approximately" the mean composi
tion, and, according to the percentage of these in the 
batch, define the percentage of mixing. Presumably this 
implies selecting the proportion of samples whose d is 
less than some predetermined value, which is not specified 
but may depend on the limits of experimental measurement. 
Extensive experimental results are given by these workers 
using a mixture of sand and coal particles.

ii) Visman and Van Erevelen^-^ again take a similar type 
of measure using a percentage, this being, in their

case, estimated by talcing the samples un-mixed to be all 
those within stated limits of d^. 4  , for a * ¥  « ,5.

iii) The- first use of s' as a measure of mixingjis in a 
paper by Lowry' ' on the Mixing of Amatol. Hia

interest was mainly experimental for use as a control 
measure, and he did not enter into any theoretical argument 
nor extend his measure by elaborations.

iv) Perhaps the most comprehensive discussion of the use 
of s and s* is that in two papers by L a c e y t h e
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later one being much the more extensive. He postulates 
that s* varies between definite limits, proceeding from 
the completely on-mixed to the completely mixed states.
His limiting values ares-

a) fhe initial or non-mixed state, in which each 
sample is either A or non-A, and so for this

component he derives the relation:

s* « a( 1 - a ) .... 3*

b) fhe final state, in which he considers that the 
perfect mixture occurs when there is a random

dispersion of one component through the other. Pealing 
with particle mixing, he gives as his criterion of this 
random state that the chance of an unbiassed selection of 
one particle, from anywhere in the mass, is a * 
Statistically this implies what is termed a Binomial, or 
Bemouilli, distribution. Lacey shows that, in this case:

where n is the number of particles in the sample. fo 
indicate the form of this type of distribution a proof of 
this, though rather briefer than that of Lacey, is given 
in Appendix til .

He then proposed the use of the standard deviation 
ratio in the form -JjLx but in his later paper he proposes

£3
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the more elaborate relation which he then terms his 
Mixing Index:

This has 0 and 1 as the limits, in the un-mixed and 
perfectly mixed states respectively. Lacey also gives in 
his second paper a very good review of earlier work, some 
of it apparently unpublished.

V) B u s l i k ^  gives an extension of the random state b % 
to cover cases of particles which are not uniformly 

sized. His problem is rather specialised.

vi) Blumberg and M a r i t z ^  offer a somewhat different 
statistical treatment though again based on the 

measurement of s' . They assume the same limiting 
conditions as Lacey, but use as their measure of mixing a 
statistical test ( X 1 ) which in effect gives the 
probability that, assuming a formal distribution of , 
their experimental value would be obtained by sampling a 
random mixture. This is treated as a statistical hypo
thesis, which can be tested to a given degree of probability 
that increases to a certainty as the mixture tends to the 
random state. As an attempt to avoid the dependence of 
s’* on n they use a transformation Z  =» 2sin'^/a .
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They give the result of one experimental run mixing 
particles of sand distinguished by colour, in a type of 
tumbler mixer, the results of which conform reasonably 
well to their hypothesis.

vii) Stange^2 ,̂ in a theoretical paper, deals 
particularly with sampling problems. He

develops the sample composition approach, and then treats 
the sampling problems on a statistical basis. The extent 
of the mixing is measured by assessment of the nature of 
the results of this sampling, and he goes into the methods 
of doing this in some detail.

(A \viii) Adams and Bakerv in a recent paper again on 
particle mixing, give what is effectively a

statistical recipe for handling a mixture in practice, in 
which 1> and for which a Poisson distribution is
applicable, their criteria being based on the properties 
of this distribution. They provide the results from 
experiments in which they mix coloured particles of 
polythene in a tumbler mixer.

3*1221 Discussion.

There are other papers which deal with mixing 
state, but they use measures which have, effectively, been 
considered. It seems convenient to break this discussion 
into consideration of papers i-ii , and iii-viii .



3.1222 Papers Using d . (i - ii)

The great handicap of this measure is in the 
theoretical treatment of rates etc., and limiting states, 
using it. Perhaps even more important, the adequacy of
sampling cannot he estimated using d . Coulson and 
Maitra relate their percentages mixed to the component 
interfaeial area hut this m i l  he discussed in the section 
devoted to this idea; however it makes no real difference 
to the statistical nature of their measure. On the whole 
this statistical difficulty would seem to make the use of 
d unattractive*especially when from the data needed to 
obtain it s’ or s’* can readily he calculated. Apart 
from this it is perfectly consistent, and suffers from the 
same disadvantages as ¥ .

3-1225 Papers Using ¥  (or s1). (iii - viii)

The major objections seem to bej-
a) It is insufficiently comprehensive. A great range 

of patterns can lead to identical values of ¥  . 
This may not be of practical importance where similar 
patterns are being compared, but if more complete or 
exhaustive information is required then this statistic 
cannot provide it. It would seem better to choose as 
fundamental, a more comprehensive measure, which can then 
be simplified where this is adequate for particular cases.
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To) Regular patterns, or a tendency to regularity, may 
cause difficulties as s 2 may become less than 

the hypothetical value at ultimate mixing.

c) The assumption of a Bernoulli! distributed final 
state, though plausible, seems to require experi

mental justification. Many mixers for solids produce quite 
a degree of regularity.

d) In general the sample size problem is not dealt 
with. In the experiments, the impression is that

a convenient size is chosen and its possible effect on the 
results ignored.

To set against these objections there are some 
substantial advantages, principallyt-

a) It is convenient to measure experimentally.

b) Statistical treatment, for instance of sampling 
sufficiency, follows easily and naturally.

c) The idea of sample composition variation seems to 
correspond closely to intuitive mixing ideas, and

the measure can easily be visualised and applied, for 
example, to quality control of mixtures.

3.123 The Correlogram Treatment.

This approach is in some ways very similar to the
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sample composition ones, and uses them in experimental 
estimations, but it is a much more sophisticated outlook, 
enquiring more deeply into the real nature of the distri
butions. Though the ideas are borrowed, their application 
to mixing is due to Banckwerts^^ and this section will be 
a review of his paper.

The basis is still sample composition, but he introduces 
a coefficient of correlation defined

(a - a) (a«. - a)R(£) .   1 -----------  .... 6.
(a - a)*

where a ,ar are point compositions at points r apart.
This will then, in a given mixture, vary with r , and 
Banekwerts discusses the nature of this fully in his paper.
He considers the variation, defining what is effectively0O

R lr)6jf as his mixing 
o

measure. To alio?/ for volume sampling he has to introduce
another measure V which is a different type of average,
i.e. V'R'M'f*' Ax-, and which of these is used depends on
the sampling procedure, which is to some extent a difficulty
but one which seems almost unavoidable due, really, to the
fundamental properties of mathematical functions. _______
Banekwerts also gives another type of measure I » ~ a?

a.¥ 1
which he proposes to differentiate between systems 
in which boundaries are sharp, and those where there is

the mean value of this i.e
s *
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gradual merging of one component into the other. He gives 
quite extensive suggested experimental methods for evalua
ting his measures, though he does not include any experi
mental results.

3.1231 Discussion.

This treatment perhaps reflects his interests, which 
are apparently in diffusive systems for which it is very 
suitable, hut it is still very general, and probes more 
deeply than the methods previously considered. It does 
however seem to have some short comings

a) Again a given value of the scale of segregation can 
arise from a great number of possible arrangements,

though perhaps not so many as with ¥ .

b) It is not easy to visualise his measures directly.

c) Any degree of regularity upsets the measure badly. 
Some mixing machines do provide this and give rise

to a measure of oscillation of K(r) which raises

actual experimental trial by the present author, though not 
reported in the experimental section because it has no 
bearing on the main subject, gave rise to this effect. The 
oscillation was quite highly damped disappearing after two 
or three cycles, but it was nevertheless present.)

considerable problems e.g.
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a) The sample size difficulty again arises. In pure 
diffusion of liquids or gases point compositions are 

reasonably meaningful in something approaching the mathemati
cal idea, but in other applications this feature seems to need 
further investigation. This applies particularly to the 
intensity of segration I , which seems to have little applic
ability to general mixing problems in any case.

e) To some extent the experimental methods proposed 
amount to a measure of subject to certain sample 

size considerations, so it is only in this latter respect 
that it represents a change.

3.13 Interfacial Area Measurement.

3.131 When two components are mixed together the area of 
the interface between them increases, and the extent

of this interfadal surface has been suggested as a measure 
of mixing. This is in some ways attractive, but the great 
difficulty arises in the determination of this interfadal 
area •

3.132 Review of literature.

i) Brothman, Wollan and Feldman treat this interfadal
area problem by dividing the whole mixture into cubes,

and they propose, as a measure of the interface, that it is
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directly related to the proportion of these cubes which 
have Mat least one elementw of the interface present.

ii) Coulson and Maitra^ ̂  whose "percentage mixedM measure 
has been discussed, say that this percentage is propor

tional to the surface of interface between the components.

iii) Spencer and Wileyv y propose a theoretical treatment 
of flow patterns in terms of this interface using a

visual criterion which appears similar to those in i). and
ii) , but they do not go into any detail as to how it might 
actually be measured.

3.1321 Discussion.

i) and ii). Brothman et al. give no experimental 
details, but presumably they would take samples and count 
the proportion containing one component only. Thus their 
measure, as with Coulson and Maitra, is effectively one of 
d as shown previously.

The proportionality between d and the interface 
seems to require more attention than it is given. Ho 
account is apparently taken of the nature of the interface; 
presumably the proportionality might hold if the interfacial 
surfaces were arranged and distributed in some fixed fashion, 
but the statistical problems presented by this are not 
considered. A further difficulty is presented by the size
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of the volume elements in the treatment of Brothman et al., 
which is apparently not really considered. A more general 
objection, which applies to the whole interfacial area 
concept, is can an adequate meaning he placed on the area 
of interface between two components when the boundary is 
not sharp, as for example in a diffusing system? Also 
substantial variation in the component proportions, i.e. 
the ratio a : F , seems to create fresh troubles for 
interfaces as a mixing measure.

iii) Spencer and Wiley propose no way of over
coming the experimental difficulties. A further objection 
to their treatment is the great complexity of flow patterns 
in practical cases.

Although difficult to treat, some extension of the 
interfacial area idea might provide very useful information 
if a direct measure could be found. The measure would be 
subject to many limitations but within these, for compara
tive purposes, it could certainly be useful.

3*14 Proposed lew theory.

3-141 fhis represents an attempt to explore more deeply
into the fundamental character of the distributions 

which occur in mixtures. As often happens, in work of this 
nature, the mathematics can rapidly become very involved,
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far out of proportion to the practical advances made.
Every effort has been made to avoid this, hut it is necess
ary to fill in some of the background so that practical 
measures can he taken with confidence. The treatment is 
far from rigorous, hut it does attempt to deal with some of 
the major difficulties which arise without raising too many 
new ones. In particular the sample size question, which 
has been mentioned as a difficulty in connection with other 
approaches, is taken up in some detail.

3*142 Point Composition and Particles.

Ultimately all matter is, to a very good approxi
mation, particulate. In mixing attention is 

focussed on such particles, or groups of particles, as are 
preserved unchanged throughout mixing operations; these 
may be thought of as mixing particles. In some systems, 
such as liquid and gaseous ones, the mixing particles are 
also the fundamental ones and are well below the scrutiny 
limit of interest, but this is not always so, as for instance 
in most forms of solid particle mixing.

In all cases point compositions can be considered, but 
the concept requires some care in its use or the result may 
behave as a sample of finite size, and so be subject to the 
sample size considerations which are to be discussed. 
Obviously at all points, in the mathematical sense, the
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composition must be either A or Hon-A with nothing 
between, but in some systems, particularly diffusive ones, 
it is convenient to speak of point compositions as repres
enting the mean composition in neighbourhoods where this 
varies only slowly.

By nature, in the mixing sense, is generally implied 
chemical composition, but in different contexts it can 
imply other properties such as specific gravity, magnetic 
susceptibility, radioactivity, and so on. For convenience, 
in the further discussion, concentration of colour will be 
the property considered. Mixing can now be said to be the 
changing of the relative positions of the mixing particles 
of different natures.

3*145 Scale.

To a considerable extent mixing is a scale effect.
Thus to one scale some system may appear homogeneous, 

and yet to another the reverse. Perhaps the easiest example 
of this to look into,is a mixture of similar sized particles 
in which the two components differ in colour. If the limit 
of resolution is some distance r , and if, in the mixture, 
(the particle size being very small compared with r ) no 
particle of one colour is at a distance of more than r/2 
from the nearest particle of the other, then the mixture 
appears to scrutiny as homogeneous, that is, fully mixed.
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If now resolution improves to some new limit r , this
same mixture, which was apparently homogeneous, is not 
necessarily so at all, so that this r , which can he 
thought of as a limit of scrutiny or interest, has a corres
pondence with mixing degree and measures something ©f the 
"clumping" which is in the mixture.

3*144 Stochastic Processes.

This idea of "clumping", generates through space a
distribution of concentrations similar to that 

arising from what the mathematicians call a stochastic 
process. This may he ta&en to mean, for the present, a 
sequence of numbers, continuous or discrete, generated in 
apparently arbitrary and random fashion, hut which may 
reveal some of the properties associated with the idea of 
periodicity. In fact, it is only so far as such periodi
city is revealed that there can he any quantitative meaning 
given to the term degree of mixing.

Consider a straight line, drawn at random in a mixture 
of two components. Along this line can he plotted concen
trations corresponding to each interval or point. Fig.2 
shows possible resulting patterns of variation. The 
ordinates oscillate, apparently in arbitrary fashion though 
limited by pure A and non-A , hut there are definite 
features which are revealed such as the fact that pure A
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does not exist over any length greater than say of 
the line.

If this pattern he thought of as representing the 
concentrations of component A , written as 0(x) for
any position x on the line, it can he seen that the
mean content of component A , for a sufficiently 
extensive series of lines, will he given by:

Px
a =* 4 \ $(x) dx .... 7*

Jo

For a shoft length r this integral gives the mean 
composition in that length which may he written Xr •
All experimental results will he in the form of this over 
greater or lesser sample sizes, and methods of treating 
the variation of this have already been mentioned.

Similarly the variance may he written as:
x
Jc(x) - af] dx .... 8.

o
and these may he taken as definitions of the measures 
mentioned previously.

She theory of stochastic processes is one which treats 
of variations of this sort, in an endeavour to put a quanti
tative evaluation upon it in terms of periodicity. It
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has been developed into a very elaborate mathematical 
structure particularly in two connections, the statistical 
theories of Turbulence, in hydromechanics, and of Jfoiae, 
in electronic circuit studies. The classical treatments

introduced in sections iv-vi are new only in so far as 
their applications to mixing studies are concerned. In 
the text only the form of mathematical results is given, 
derivations of results which are unusual being outlined 
in Appendix III* or references given to sources of proof.

3*145 Periodicity^
The basic idea is the familiar one of the Fourier 
series of harmonic components. For C(x) defined

for all 0 < x < X Q , and subject to restrictions as to 
continuity obeyed by all bounded functions of the type 
considered,

©re those of Taylor Thus the ideas

taking X w *  i.e. the Fourier component
of frequency n it can be postulated that

The symbol ^ is used to denote frequencys this is the 
same idea as a time frequency,but of dimensions and

10.
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This then leads to the idea of co (*5) a frequency or 

distribution spectrum. It implies that, building up these 
harmonic length components, a distribution, as similar as 
desired to the actual one, can be synthesised. It is more 
useful than the Fourier components, because, by suppression 
of phase angles, it becomes Independent of the origin of 
the measurement.

In the actual mixture sample this distribution can in 
theory be built up to any desired degree of approximation, 
and it is only insofar as this periodicity exists, that the 
mixture can be classified. It is now postulated that this 
spectrum can be taken as the ultimate characteristic of the 
mixture. It is called ”characteristic” rather than "index” 
because it is difficult to evaluate, and the latter term is 
perhaps best reserved for simpler measures which are readily 
obtained from experimental results. However it is this 
underlying periodicity which the simpler measures are 
estimating, albeit it often very roughly.

The physical basis of this characteristic is not at 
once apparent, but it is closely related to observed features. 
There will be a maximum value of u) (■£ ) which can be thought 
of as giving the mean "clump” diameter'/j and the shape of
the plot of (-f ) against gives the distribution of the 
clump diameters. Where this distribution is skew it implies
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a broader spread of sizes on the one side or the other of 
the mean, and the presence of un-mixed regions in a mixture 
would appear to create this effect.

The spectrum, which is not directly measurable, is 
related to the concentration distribution through the 
Fourier transformation. The transformation from the 
distribution function to the spectrum can always be performed 
in practice, though the process may be very tedious, e.g. by 
approximating to the function using a series of Hermite 
Polynomials. The converse operation do es not lead to a 
unique result because of the phase suppression. The 
spectrum seems important however, not because of its 
immediately practical value which is perhaps small, but 
because it enables so many of the other measures to be put 
into unified perspective.

3*146 The Autocorrelation Function.

It is of considerable practical interest as well as 
theoretical, and as mentioned previously its connection with

This function is defined bys

Ry * c(x) c(x + r) « a* R(r) .. 11.
and directly related to the spectral function by

12.
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the mixing process has been suggested by Danckwerts, though 
he did not investigate some of its implications. Using 
the relations above it can be determined from actual concen
tration distribution measurements. Danckwerts also gives 
methods for the evaluation of certain mean values of it in 
his paper. The present purpose is served by emphasising 
its relation to the general pattern, and showing that its 
existence implies that of the spectral function.

3«147 finite Sample Averages.

All real measurements of sample compositions in a
mixture take the form of concentration averages 

over finite sized samples. On the model of the present 
discussion the process may be defined as

Shis is the value of the concentration of component A in 
a sample of size r and it is this measure which will be 
treated most fully because of its widespread practical

X.r ss 13.

occurrence. The variance of X„ is written SL .r r
SLThere is a relation between Tr and the spectral 

function given by

so that theoretically, knowing the way in which variesX
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with r , the spectral function can be computed.

Also there is a close connection with the autocorrela
tion function, which may be written in the general form

* Y 1*1'

xrr
C(x) C(x+r) dx dr • * * * 15»

An idea which Danckwerts mentions, and very necessary to 
his particular treatment, is that of the value of r for 
which the autocorrelation is zero for all values of r 
greater than rQ . Using this idea then there follow the 
simpler relationships for what may be regarded in a sense 
as limiting values,

for r «  r0 1T -Cl*} Xj ■

and for r » r  X, K
2r C(x) C(x+r) dr 

0 .... 16.

5*148 Dimensional Considerations.

A difficulty which arises with these more funda
mental measures stems from dimensional considerations.
Though it is perfectly consistent and meaningful to define 
the basis of a mixture in terms of what, for want of a better 
name, has been called "length frequencies”, the experimental 
determinations which can lead to these can strictly only 
arise from line sample contents. By this is meant, in the
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practical sense, samples in which one dimension greatly 
predominates, and it is this dimension which is varied.
If however sampling is on a volume, or area basis, the 
analysis of the effect on sample composition variance of 
the changing of sample sizes will lead not to a length 
spectrum, hut to some other form which is difficult to 
conceive except possibly in terms of some spherical 
harmonics.

Danckwerts avoids this issue, as has been mentioned, 
by defining separate linear and volume measures; he did 
not need a two dimensional one, but it could be easily 
developed if needed. This necessity to have several 
measures is very unfortunate, but there seems to be no easy 
way from the difficulty if the treatment is to be rigorous.
It is the problem of the relation between moments of various 
orders, and unless a distribution is assumed, and there seems 
no point in doing this, there is no necessary connection 
between them. However the aim of the present treatment is 
to bring the periodic ideas forward, and to show the patterns 
which exist, rather than strict values, and these are not 
affected by the dimensional problem. The discussion speaks 
of sample size when what is strictly meant is the length of 
line samples, but the ideas and the patterns are applicable 
to both and it is these which are of present interest, 
particularly in the sample size problem which will now be
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considered in some detail.

3*149 The Sample Size Problem.

This section is concerned with an investigation of 
the behaviour of XL as r varies* This varia-J*

tion is of the greatest practical importance, because all 
experimental work has involved the taking of samples of 
apparently arbitrary sizes at the various stages of mixing. 
The problem is whether this arbitrary size factor will 
influence the results of this work, and there is also 
interest in the general behaviour of this statistic. It 
is immediately obvious that, for a given mixture, the larger 
the samples are the less will be the variation in their 
composition; if the sample grows to the size of the whole 
mixture, as a limit, then the sample composition is the mean 
composition and the variation zero. At the other limit the 
variation is given by Equation 3 , that is when all samples 
are either pure A , or non-A .

One very interesting point, which makes this problem
the more important, is the interrelationship between sample
and "clump" size. In fact the value of T *  will depend on
the ratio of r to w clump" size. Consequently it may be
seen that a curve showing the relationship of X *  to r at
constant Mclump-' size is the sarae curve, though to a differ-

— uent scale, as that showing the change of with "clump"
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size i.e. with mixing. This is of importance in consider
ing mixing rates, and the behaviour of these clumps or 
groupings on mixing. The problem will now be developed 
analytically.

3.1491 Space Averages for Hscrete Values.
Consider the series C(x) * x |fxx,x3# ....... x^
It may be thought of a© representing values of x 

taken at equally spaced intervals &  x along a sample line 
or lines. Then as is shown in Appendix III if:

X, + X x + . . . + X r X y. x r+sXp m ---------------- and H(s)
then

r x %
r~l r-1

.... 17*T£- X'(i[l ♦ 2^T *<«>] - »K(s) |
t 1 J

fhis is the fundamental equation for the variation of # 
in terms of r , and the autocorrelation coefficients for 
the ttzffit in the series, and shows the way in which these 
coefficients influence this variation.

For the limiting case when the sample is only one term:
- T"*" .... is.

and for the other limit, when the number in the sample r is 
much greater than the greatest length over which the auto
correlation is significant, i.e. rQ
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then 

where

Thus the curve of Y *  against r starts off at a 
fixed value which represents no-mixing, and at large values 
of r it becomes a reciprocal type of relation. Between 
these limiting conditions the shape will depend on the 
autocorrelation coefficients and thus on the spectrum, in 
the particular case Tinder consideration. Figure 3 shows 
the shape of the curve for some selected values of the R . 
Strictly it should not he a curve hut only a series of point 
values between which the function has no existence, but, as 
will be seen in the next section, the treatment can be 
extended to the continuous ease. The plotting has been 
done for the discrete case for it is easier to see the 
influences of the coefficients of R in this. Experimen- 
tal values of X* for a range of values of r will show 
this shape of curve, because the arrangement is virtually 
the same.

3*1492 Space Averages for Continuous Values.

From Equation 17 above, or directly as shown in
Appendix III this idea can be extended to continuous 

values in which the A x  of the interval between the points 
tends to 2ero, giving

* -I .... 19r 2r 2r

to* m 2 \ Rj*» a constant Jo s
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This is actually the equation which will give continuous 
curves as the type shown in Hg. 3 * and it can of course 
handle the continuous distribution of autocorrelation 
coefficients which actually occurs in practice*

5*1495 Averages for Regular Functions.

If C(x) can be written as a Fourier series then 
it can be shown that

°° xy  x sin nr OJ|
r mL  ** * n» " “  '*'• 21 •

n=1

This cannot be plotted without assuming values for the 
Fourier coefficients, but the basic function, that of 
is plotted and shown in Fig, 4 « This curve has the same 
shape as those of Fig. 3 *>ut the ordinates diminish much

imore rapidly, the envelope of the maxima being y *  instead 
of "yT * This arises from the regularity and does not occur 
in real mixtures. Similarly real mixtures will not give the 
minima since they have a continuous spectrum of periods. The 
solution does however give a clue as to the way the real 
distributions are built up. (The real cases may be consid
ered as having the fundamental period tending to infinity 
and a complete spectrum of harmonics within this.)
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3.1494 The Chessboard Problem,

As an attempt to deal with the sample size problem 
in two dimensions, the scanning of a chessboard 

type of concentration distribution was considered. This 
implies that the components are distributed regularly in a 
two dimensional array like the squares of a chessboard, and 
this pattern can be represented analytically by a double 
Fourier series of the form

f(x,jr) i K ' X  2  *0. *n sin S i r 8in s r 2L • • 22‘
m=1 n=1

The scanning of this by a square spot of side leads 
to a mean square composition variation given by

fr = K" Z  \  ^  -.23.
m=1 p / t r j*' n= 1

This is the product of two terms each like that in 
Equation 21 . It is considered that, in real systems, the 
zero values of this will not occur for the same reasons as

i
mentioned in section c) above, and thus that the overall 
result of scanning on ordered lines will be again of the 
form shown in Figure 3 f but falling off much more rapidly.

The chessboard is too highly idealised an arrangement 
to be of practical importance,but it reveals the complexity 
of working in more than one dimension. For a pattern of 
this type the extension to three dimensions would be
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straightforward,and would result in the variation of 2^  
with size of the cube used for scanning, being given by the 
product of three terms each of the form

and again leaves the fundamental shape unaltered. Only the 
simplest of arrangements, which will allow analytical 
equations for the distribution to be written in the form

«f( x,y,z ) a X(x) Y(y) 2(z) --- 24.

can be treated by this method, and these are so far removed 
from practice that further analytical development seems 
futile,

J.150 Application in the Analysis of Experimental Results 
of the Spectral and Associated Functions.

Almost all experimental methods used in the study of 
mixing involve the taking of samples of finite size, 

and the measurement of their composition in terms of one of 
the components. This then allows the computation of 2^ . 
If the variation of 2 ^  with r is measured, then a good 
deal of additional information may be available. In such 
cases it is possible, at least in theory, to estimate the 
spectral or autocorrelation functions. If the 2^ - r 
relation is approximately reciprocal, then this indicates
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that the sample size is larger than the correlation lengths, 
and this may give added confidence to the use of this size. 
It may also he possible, by observing the effect of mixing 
on the curves, to see whether the spectrum distribution

may also be the possibility that a Fourier series may be 
fitted directly to the experimental data, and from this the 
spectrum can be estimated.

3*16 Summary of the Measurement of the State of Mixing.

fhe most complete measure of this seems to be the 
distribution spectrum. When this is of regular 

shape it could be characterised by measures such as

cal distributions, can be applied. In other cases the 
complete distribution is necessary to characterise the 
mixture fully.

In practice the information obtained by experiment is in 
the form of sample compositions. Unless the additional 
knowledge is needed the sample sizes will be effectively 
constant, and so the statistic which it seems best to calcul- 
ate is the variance S . fhe subsequent treatment of this 
does not seem critical: such measures as Lacey’s standard
deviation ratio of his Mixing Index ML, or Danckwerts S , 
embody all the available information for they amount to the

remains of the same shape on mixing. In some cases there

and such concepts as kurtosis, developed for statist!-
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same thing basically, and so far as rate measurements based 
on them are concerned, simple transformations will have no 
effect. Consequently it seems a matter of personal conven
ience and preference which is used, but there seems no real 
objection, at least for comparative work, in using the 
standard deviation directly without any further fuss.

3*2 fhe Bate of Mixing.

3*21 Once some measure has been given to the degree of
mixing, then the discussion of quantitative rates 

becomes possible. It must be emphasised however that these 
are interdependent, consequently it is very difficult to 
consider any absolute rate of mixing. There may be 
intuitive ideas as to how rate measurements should behave, 
and,in fact,these influence the selection of measures of 
mixing state for their behaviour on mixing must not contra
dict what common sense proclaims as to mixing and non-mixing.

Discussion to be useful must be confined to real 
processes, or at least to very near approximations. Flow 
patterns in mixing machines are always complex and some 
simplification is essential, but this has to be carefully 
watched lest the practical considerations are lost in 
mathematical fantasy.
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3.22 First Order Kinetics.

The most popular approach in the literature is from 
the assumption that, at any time, the rate of mixing 

is proportional to the amount of mixing remaining to he done, 
that is to the difference between the value of the mixing 
index or measure at that time, and the value of that index 
at ultimate equilibrium. This gives rise to the type of 
equation spoken of as "First Order” in the theories of rate 
processes. The detail of the equation will obviously depend 
on the nature of the mixing measure and the ultimate state, 
but a general equation of the forms

^  * k III - I  25.dt
can be written whenever a single mixing index figure is 
used.

3*23 leview of the literature.

i) l a e e y ^  does not derive any rate equation, but simply 
states that it is likely to be of the form

M 1 - e-kt .... 26.

where M is his mixing index at time t , and k is the 
rate constant. This is effectively only a rearrangement of 
the first order type, and he demonstrates its applicability 
to some particle mixing results from other people’s experi
ments. He does also give some attention to diffusive
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systems "but that is outside the present scope*

ii) Brothman et al. using the interfacial surface 
derive, invoking the Law of Mass Action, an equation

of the form

S = sm ( 1 - e~kt )   27.

where S is the surface area at time t and Sm the 
maximum possible interfacial surface. From this, relating 
as mentioned earlier this surface area to the volume propor
tion containing an element of interface, they arrive at a 
complicated exponential equation which may he found in their 
paper.

iii) Coulson and M a i t r a ^  start with much the same basic 
premises as Brothman et al., hut making slightly

different assumptions, reach the equation

If = k (s0 - S)
and thence .... 28.

in JLSSL s ktX

where X is their percentage mixing measure. fhese workers 
give extensive and interesting data from runs in a drum mixer 
containing particles of coal and salt, and show that their
equation is quite closely followed by these results.

(q)iv) Michaels and Puzinauskas ', using as their measure the
<2ratio — , plot results of a series of experiments,
s0
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using clay sand and water in a kneading mixer, on logarith
mic paper against time. Their results show an initial 
straight portion, followed by a falling off of the rate over 
a longer mixing period.

for their measure^give the same form of equation as 
Lacey, assuming first order rates. Their experimental 
results, using sand and salt in a drum mixer, show that this 
equation holds over the initial stages but deviations appear 
after prolonged mixing.

(11}vi) Spencer and ?&leyv ' make a novel and interesting
approach. They give as their measure of state what is 

really a geometrical description in the form of a position 
matrix* (This was not mentioned in the section on these, 
because for experimental purposes such a measure seems hope
lessly difficult to evaluate and cumbersome to handle.)
This matrix involves dividing the material into a conven
iently large, depending on the distribution geometry, number 
of cells, numbering these 1,2,3*****N . This then defines 
a 1 x N row matrix, * They then consider the
result of operating on this with a distribution matrix 
which is an fi x H square matrix. They postulate that, 
after m distribution operations, the final position matrix 
is given by

v) Weidenbaum and B o n i l l a ^ a g $ i n  using a variance ratio

• ••. 29 *
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This is illustrated by a very simple deformation using a 
6 x 6  matrix, and this shows the effect on the proportions 
of the components in the various cells before and after the 
deformation process.

3.231 Discussion.

Most of the workers are content merely to postulate 
first order mixing rates, rationalising their choice 

on intuitive grounds.

The derivations offered by Brothman et al., and by 
Coulson and Maitra, seem in some respects on shaky ground.
The authors leave themselves very open to criticism by saying 
that the Law of Mass Action is applicable to an interface, 
expanding in a mixing operation. They also postulate a 
proportionality between the mean absolute deviation of their 
sample compositions and the interfacial surface area, in 
order to arrive at their result, and, as explained, this 
needs very careful consideration. If these contentions are 
rejected, then Coulson and Maitra effectively join the 
majority ranks who postulate first order rates from the start, 
while the complicated equation of Brothman et al., for which 
there seems no experimental confirmation, is left unsupported.

Spencer and Wiley’s paper presents the most interesting 
theory, but its possible applications suffer from the very 
cumbersome matrices necessary for the simplest of operations,
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and from extreme experimental inconvenience. They propose 
the use of a punched card machine to obviate the former 
objection, and complete flow theory to care for the latter, 
which could then be checked by the usual sample composition 
methods. However no experimental results on the basis of 
their work are available.

3*24 A Proposed Treatment.

In view of the complicated nature and lack of know
ledge of mixing flow patterns, there seems no point 

in considering the behaviour of elaborate measures of the 
state of mixing in rate discussions. Consequently most 
attention will be given to the measure ¥ or its derivatives.

3*241 Mechanisms of Mixing.

There seem to be two fundamentally different mixing 
operations. These can be called

a) Shear Mixing. This implies the movement of individual 
particles of one component, relative to those of the 
other.

Convective Mixing. By this is meant a displacement acting 
on a group of particles, and the relative motion is 
between groups, which may themselves of course be mixed.

Most, if not all, real mixing operations proceed by a 
combination of these. In some cases it may be useful to
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subdivide or classify mechanism further, for example shear 
mixing could be divided into, pure shear in which the 
relative particle movement is ordered, and diffusion in 
which it is random, but there does not seem any fundamental 
need for these distinctions.

Both of these mechanisms would tend to give increased 
disorder on disturbance, proportional both to the extent of 
the disorder already existing, and to the degree of the 
disturbance. This leads to first order rates and, on the 
assumption that the sample composition standard deviation 
is a measure of this disorder, which is highly probable on 
statistical grounds, then this standard deviation should 
obey a rate equation of the type of Equation 25 . Further 
theoretical treatment must depend on flow patterns, and 
these are too arbitrary and varied for a general attack.

The idea of deformation matrices gives additional 
support to the first order kinetic theory. The cell sizes 
may be set very small and then, with the deformation operat
ing at a definite rate, the effect per unit time will depend 
on the state at the beginning of that time, and on the 
deformation matrix which is, from the postulate, constant.

This all seems to agree with intuition. The experimen
tal results also show this type of law to be followed, at 
least over the initial stages. There is perhaps an apparent 
difficulty, to which attention has not been previously drawn,
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that in these rate considerations no distinction is made 
between d and *© , and the experimental results of both 
seem to obey first order laws. However it is shown in 
Appendix III that if the system from which they are drawn is 
normally distributed with respect to sampling, and there 
seems no reason why mixtures should not be, then d m 
and so d(d) * kd(W) showing that no inconsistency is 
involved*

5 * 242 Competing Bates -

Some explanation for the observed departures from
the first order law when mixing has been proceeding 

for some time, may arise from the existence of competing 
processes. While at first the forces tending to promote 
increasing disorder are predominant, these later diminish, 
according to the first order law, and other tendencies which 
decrease the degree of mixing say become of comparable impor
tance. This would then lead at first to a falling off from 
the first order rates, and eventually to the steady state 
conditions,whieh occur frequently in chemical reaction 
kinetics,where alternative and opposing alternatives contest 
with one another. In particle mixing especially, gravita
tional forces tend to un-mix by separating particles of 
different sizes of specific gravities.
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3*243 Some Observations on the Spectrum Distribution 
in Mixing.

As mentioned earlier there is a correspondence
w? Xbetween the variation of XL with r and that of 

with t . If the distribution spectrum shape remains 
constant throughout the mixing, though of course the numeri
cal values will change, then these are the same curve. 
Consequently this assumption that it does remain constant 
may be made and postulating some regular change in r 
observe its effect on Xr >which is the same thing as observ- 
ing the effect of mixing on Xr with the same sort of 
changes in r .

fhere is no justification for treating this other than 
in qualitative fashion, but it does show some interesting 
points. for instance if r decreases linearly with time 
it may be seen, looking at Equation 17 or at the curves of 
Figure 3 , that Xr will not decay logarithmically. On
the other hand, assuming that the rate of change in r is 
proportional to r itself, would lead to a roughly logarith
mic decrement relation, though with the rate falling off as 
the time increases considerably which is the experimentally 
observed effect. This of course does not prove anything 
because of uncertainties, both in the shape of the curves 
and in the behaviour of the spectrum on mixing, but it does 
show that, from plausible assumptions, something similar to
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the experimental form appears.

3.25 Summary of Rate Measurements.

The best description of mixing rates seems implicit 
in the Equation 25 though this has been demonstra

ted, rather than proved. Whether is finite or zero
affects the final form, and in the experimental work of this 
study the ultimate standard deviation is taken as indis
tinguishable from zero, so that the equation takes the simpler 
form

~  * -km .... 30.dt

3*3 Energy Requirements for Mixing.

3*31 A popularly held belief was that the power require
ments of a mixer could be used as a measure of the

rate of its mixing. It is not difficult to see that this
is in general untrue, but it does show the widespread lack 
of knowledge on the subject of the power requirements and 
efficiencies of mixing machines, which are nevertheless of 
substantial practical importance. Pealing with mixers of 
widely different geometry, and materials of varying proper
ties, makes it appear however that any general treatment 
will be very difficult and complicated.

linked with power is the question of theoretical
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rearrangements which will require the least energy to 
transform one distribution, e.g. completely separated 
components, into another, e.g. when the components are 
randomly distributed throughout each other. There may be 
some minimum work required for this in any given case, and 
intuitively this would certainly seem to be so and,if this 
could be evaluated,it would give a fundamental measure on 
whieh could be based mixer efficiencies. However the 
mathematical difficulties of this problem in geometry 
appear formidable? and no solution has appeared.

Another type of efficiency which might be envisaged 
would be a machine efficiency, based on the idealised 
operation of some set deformation pattern, i.e. mixing 
machine type. In terms of this the performances of 
actual mixing machines could be compared. This effic
iency could be compared with the hydraulic efficiency of 
a pump, where the theoretical energy-throughput relation
ships can be calculated. Then, on measuring the actual 
ones, there is a discrepancy due to internal friction 
and other losses, and from this the performance of the 
pump, as a member of a class of pumps, can be assessed.
In the gaseous state the free energy changes on mixing 
can be calculated, but this does not seem applicable to 
solid systems.
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3*32 Review of Literature.

There is almost nothing available* The only 
mentions of the subject seem to be:~

i) Spencer and Wiley in continuous mixers define a 
type of efficiency as the ratio of power used for

mixing, to that spent in transportation of the material 
being mixed through the mixer.

ii) van der V u s s e ^ ^  in a two liquid system in which his 
liquids are of different densities, proposes as the

idealised energy of mixing that necessary for the change in 
potential energies from the un-mixed to the mixed states.

iii) Weidenbaum and Bonilla^^ mention the relationship of 
entropy and probability, and suggest the possibility

of testing this in relation to mixing using statistical 
methods.

3*32t Blseussion.

The efficiency suggested by Spencer and Wiley, seems 
an ad hoc derivation for their particular problem, 

fhat of van der Vusse does not seem to be very realistic at 
all; presumably, if the mixture were inverted the energy 
required for mixing would be negative from this theory.
The ideas of weidenbaum and Bonilla are interesting, but 
they do not make any practical use of them.
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3.33 Some Suggested Efficiency Ideas.

In the present state of knowledge, the most promising 
attack seems to he via ad hoc measures of efficiency 

designed for specific tasks hut which, as the volume of data 
grows, may become of much wider application.

For instance a study might he concerned with the use of
fundamental mixing operations, and, for a given set of 
material properties, trying to discover which operations 
perform most mixing for the least amount of work, This is 
a possible practical line, though hardly for theory in its 
present state.

Another approach is that used in the experimental work 
of this study. From the mixing rates, it seems a logical 
extension to characterise the performance of a mixer, under
given conditions, in terms of a mixing "half life". This
gives in effect the time required to diminish the mixing 
measure to one half of its initial value, and this time will 
he a constant independent of the initial state if the rate 
is first order. It has been seen, in the rates section, 
that experimental results show this latter supposition to he 
true, at least over the earlier stages of mixing, so from 
these Tj. values the performances of mixers can he compared.

Furthermore, measuring the actual energy required to 
reach T^ , gives a value expressing the work required, in a
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given mixer, to perform a standard mixing operation. This 
has been used to compare operating conditions, and to arrive 
at what might be called a maximum operating efficiency. 
Admittedly this is a rather specialised and perhaps crude 
approach, but it does provide operating data, and information 
about machine performance, which can then be arranged so as 
to provide maximum rate of mixing, or minimum energy, 
whichever is required in the particular application considered.

The actual factor in repetitive mixing machines which is 
determining is the mixing cycles, generally revolutions of the 
mixer blades, and not strictly the time of mixing. In the 
discussion speeds are taken as constant^but these may be 
either reduced to a standard speed or mixing cycles can be 
considered for comparative purposes. For most practical 
purposes however it is the time which matters,quite irrespec
tive of blade speed>and it was this consideration which 
caused its adoption.

3.34 Summary of Energy Requirements in Mixing.

Overall, there is not very much comfort in the answers
available to questions concerning the power require

ments and efficiency of mixing machines. Individual ad hoc 
efficiencies may be used, and very useful, but the general 
problem, which is of great concern to the designer, still 
awaits solution.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL I W E  STI CtATI OHS

4.1 Introduction.

The basic problem was to find a method of following, 
quantitatively, the progress of mixing of flour 

doughs. If possible the results would be suitable for 
theoretical analysis. Thus it was determined to use the 
sample composition standard deviation approach, if experi
mental methods could be found for this, as offering the 
prospect of the most useful information, and also to observe 
the effect of variation in the sizes of samples considered.

4.11 Review of the Literature.

When this study was commenced there was no published 
account of any investigation into plastic mixing 

systems. However, when much of the preliminary work had 
been completed, a paper appeared by Michaels and Puzinauskas^^ 
which seemed, at first sight, to cover some of the same 
ground. In their work however they used different materials, 
clay, sand, and water, paid little attention to the theoreti
cal side using standard deviation measures without elaboration, 
and with straightforward methods of analysis available had a 
less complicated methodological task. Thus what originally 
appeared to be a similar investigation became, on closer 
examination, a different approach to a rather different 
problem.
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4.12 The Selection of Experimental Materials

A. number of difficulties arose from the use of flour 
dough. It would have been possible to have obtained 

results much sooner, and more easily, using other materials, 
but dough was not selected on grounds of experimental conven
ience but on account of other factors, outside the subject of 
mixing, which are given briefly in Appendix II. It was 
decided, though, to simplify the problem to the extent of 
treating only the blending of homogeneous doughs.

The nature of flour dough precluded any chemical 
sampling and analytical method because, due to adsorption on 
the protein present, it was found impossible to recover 
quantitatively anything which was added, unless it was some
thing of the nature of, say, iron filings which would disturb 
the dough, giving it different physical properties. Also, 
the plastic nature of the dough made any theoretical treat
ment of the forces required for deformation impossible on 
present knowledge. One definite advantage which did accrue 
from these difficulties was that a method, found to work in 
this case, should do the sarne, both for materials easier to 
handle, and for others equally difficult.

4.13 Experimental Requirements.

i) To establish a method of measuring the degree of mixing 
of two colour differentiated dough masses; this to be
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done by measuring the composition of samples in terms of 
one of the components, with provision made for varying the 
sample size.

ii) To measure the power used in the mixing process.

iii) To establish that the method could yield consistent 
results related to mixing states, rates, and efficien

cies, by investigating the performance of laboratory mixing 
machines.

iv) To show that the method could be applied to plant scale 
mixers.

4*14 The Principles of the Experimental Method Adopted.

The distribution pattern of the components was trans
ferred, by the photographic process, on to plates 

where the components, originally differentiated by colour, 
now, by affecting the emulsion to different degrees, appeared 
as silver deposits of varying densities. Thus a record of 
the mixture was prepared in convenient form for measurement, 
an adequate number of plates to fulfil sampling requirements 
being taken.

The evaluation of this distribution was effected by the 
modulation of a light beam, passing through the plate and on 
to the cathode of a photo-tube. By scanning, at a suitable 
speed, a proportionately modulated current was produced in 
the photo-tube output circuit, and this could be measured
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electrically. The fluctuations of the photocurrent, which 
represented the variation in colour composition of the origi
nal mixture, may he broken up into an A.C. and a B.C. 
component, which could he separated electrically by a 
condenser. The A.C. was measured as a steady reading on a 
suitably damped thermo-microammeter, which gave directly the 
root-mean-square value irrespective of frequency or wave form. 
The scale of the A.C. was governed by the mean light flux 
falling on the photo-tube, and so that had to be measured by 
passing the total output through a D.C. microammeter, and 
then the A.C. readings could be corrected to a standard mean 
flux figure. The sample size was controlled using an iris 
diaphragm to alter the diameter of the scanning spot on the 
plate*

4*15 Arrangement of the Experimental Section.

Apart from the introduction, the first three sections
deal with the experimental method, giving a descrip

tion of the apparatus, of the procedure for using it, and of 
the results of calibration runs.

Then follow the actual results which fall into two broad 
groups. The first describes the results of runs of an 
exploratory character designed to test out the method. Much 
of this section has a bearing on the theoretical ideas 
developed earlier. The second section gives the results of
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runs testing the performances of commercial machines. The 
first runs, using laboratory mixers with two different types 
of mixing blades, measure the effect on rates and efficiency 
of the quantity in the mixing bowl, while the second shows 
that the method is applicable to the measurement of commer
cial scale mixing,using a full sized machine.

4.16 Mote on an Alternative Measuring Method.

Some preliminary work was carried out on an alter
native method of measuring mixing which will be 

mentioned briefly. The basic idea was to incorporate into 
the two components under investigation chemical compounds, 
one into each, such that when mixing takes place some 
distinctive reaction producing colour, occurs at the inter
face. Dough properties made the choice of reagent extremely 
complicated, for strong oxidising agents, acids, alkalis, 
etc., were out of the question because of their effects on 
the nature of the dough. Reagents finally found to work 
were dipyridyl, and ferrous iron. Both can be colour
less or nearly so initially, and when mixed a bright pink 
colouration is produced. If this could then be estimated, 
it would give a measure of the effective component interface. 
Photographic methods for this were tried, but many difficul
ties were apparent and the work was given up in favour of the 
method actually used which seemed to promise results more 
easily. This interfacial colour scheme would appear to have
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possibilities, once the necessary development work has been 
done.

4.17 Hot© on Experimental Conditions.

Only such experimental details as are pertinent to 
the purpose of the runs are given. Many runs were 

for comparison only; in such cases convenient quantities 
were selected for the operation of the mixer, but these are 
not recorded in detail since there is little practical 
interest in miscellaneous data for small laboratory mixers 
except when some particular point is demonstrated. In these 
cases all relevant figures are supplied.

The greatest impediment to the carrying out of large 
numbers of experimental runs was the time and labour involved, 
a single run taking nearly a fortnight to carry right through 
to the final plotting of results, and the estimation of each 
rate value required a full run.

4.2 The Apparatus.

4*21 Optical.

The optical arrangements are shown in the diagram,
Pig. 5. A 36 watt bulb provided the light source, 

and from this the light passed through a condenser lens to 
the adjustable iris diaphragm. Pollowing the iris, an 8" 
focal length lens formed an image of the iris aperture on the
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plate itself. Modulated by the plate the light then was
focussed by two 1.5* lenses, through a diffusing screen, on
to the cathode of the photo-tube.

The iris diaphragm was a 1$ leaf photographic one, 
adjustable from .04-11 to 1.28” aperture, the diameter 
being measured by mounting the iris in a protractor. The 
lever which altered the setting moved round the circular 
scale of this protractor, and by calibration a very sensitive 
measure of the aperture diameter could be taken. This 
calibration curve is given in Pig.8 . It was assumed that 
the leaves were sufficiently closely spaced to give a good 
approximation to a circle.

The focal length of the lens 1 1 was chosen to give a
suitable range of spot sizes on the plate, and the actual
relation between diaphragm and spot diameters was calciliated 
as 1*42 : 1 (see Appendix IV).

The lenses L * were of short focal length, 1*5” ,
since the window of the photo-tube, which was small, had to 
receive the whole of the light coming from the plate. The 
light from the filament source, as modulated by iris and 
plate, was focussed on to a diffusing screen over the glass 
window to avoid effects from the varying sensitivity of 
different portions of the cathode surface. The overall 
arrangement, after some trial and error adjustment, worked 
very well and calibrations are discussed in the electrical
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The total light flux passing through the plat© was held 
constant at all scanning spot sizes, and so involved large 
reductions in light intensity as "the spot diameter increased. 
This was done by a filter, using uniformly exposed plates, 
placed between the source and the condenser. fine control 
was obtained through adjustment of a rheostat inserted into 
the battery feed leads to the bulb. This arrangement was 
a later refinement, as it had previously been suspected that 
the spectral distribution of the light might be important.
It was found to have no effect, so this method of controlling 
the light was used in addition to the exposed plate series.

4*22 Electrical.

4.221 The Photocell.

It was desirable that the response of this should be 
linear with the light flux, and also that the sensi

tivity should be as high as possible. The only one suitable 
seemed to be of the photomultiplier type, and a 931 A tube 
was used. The H.T. supply to this came from a stabilised 
power pack, and the tube showed very satisfactory stability 
from a relatively simple power source.

4.222 The Measuring Circuit.

The load resistor for the photomultiplier was one
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of .25 megohms , connected directly between the anode and 
earth, and the current passing through this, that is the 
total output from the 93  ̂ A > was measured by a B.G. 
microammeter. (A multi-range spot galvanometer). The A.C. 
component of this, arising from the modulation caused by the 
rotating plate, was fed off through a 1 yUF. paper condenser 
and thence to the grid of a double triad©. The final 
measurement was made between live and dummy anodes of this 
double triode using a thermo-micro ammeter, the circuit being 
shown in fig.6.

This latter consisted of a heater wire in close prox
imity to a thermocouple, both being enclosed in an evacuated 
bulb. The range was from about 10Cyua.up to 1.5 ma. and 
over this it gave consistent readings. Extensive calibra
tion of this was carried out, and curves plotted since the 
thermo-micro ammeter is non-linear in its response. The 
e.m.f. developed across the thermocouple was dropped by a 
variable resistor box, and finally provided current to 
operate a sensitive spot galvanometer. The calibration of 
the thermo ammeter was carried out using both sinusoidal and 
square waves, and over a wide range of frequencies. It 
appeared from this to be surprisingly reliable, and to be 
independent of frequency over a range from 20 cps. to 
50 Kc. Further calibration was accomplished by applying 
sinusoidal voltages to the photomultiplier load resistor,
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and thus measuring the response of the circuit as a whole. 
Results are given in Fig. 9 .

To monitor the signal an A. C. cathode ray oscilloscope 
was connected in parallel with the thermo-microammeters 
this enabled the operator to follow the effects of the 
sample size alteration, and gave a qualitative picture of 
the process.

H.T. supplies for the valves were from a power pack, 
and to overcome mains fluctuations two neon tubes were 
connected across the output to give uniform voltage.

4»223 $he light Source.

Originally bulbs fed from the stabilised mains were 
tried, but the 50 cps. ripple made them quite 

useless. It was necessary to obtain stability over consid
erable periods of time (some hours), and if possible high 
intensity, but this did not seem easy unless discharge tubes 
were employed. It was found that enough light came from a 
36 watt car bulb though the time stability, when fed from a 
simple battery, was not adequate. This was cured by continu* 
ously charging the 12 volt heavy duty battery at the same 
rate as the bulb draining it, so that the battery was main
tained at the same state of charge, being in effect a swamp 
reservoir between the mains-fed rectifier charger and the 
bulb. This gave very steady light, with high stability
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and scarcely perceptible ripple.

4.25 Mechanical.

4*251 Scanning.

The problem was to provide for movement of the 
scanning spot over the plate surface. .Also this 

movement must be at a relatively high speed, to avoid diffi
culties associated with low frequencies (i.e. less than 20 
cps.) in the measuring equipment. Methods of moving the 
light beam were considered, but finally rejected in favour 
of the simpler system of spinning the plate so that the light 
beam, with its lenses and photo-tube, could be left 
stationary.

The original mounting of the plate was using a suction 
cup mounted on a rotating spindle. When the speed was high 
operational hazards were considerable, so the final solution 
was to drill the plate and bolt it between 3/4* diameter 
brass washers,with rubber spacers,directly on to the spindle. 
These limited the area available for scanning, but not 
seriously.

Drilling the plates was time consuming, using a copper 
tube, and a drilling paste of carborundum and emery suspended 
in camphor and turpentine, which was both aromatic and effic
ient. The resultant mounting was rigid and reasonably safe. 
Driving the spindle through a flexible cable allowed for
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movement of the centre of rotation relative to the light 
beamt thought was given to the provision of some regular 
reciprocating motion for this, but it seemed too much of a 
complication and scarcely necessary* The drive was from a 
1/6 H*P. induction motor at 1500 rpm., this speed being 
virtually constant.

4.232 The Mixing Machines.

The laboratory mixer used was a commercial Brabender 
Parinograph. This instrument is a standard piece of flour 
testing equipment, but its use for this purpose does not 
concern the present study. This mixer uses two "sigmoid 
arms" in a bowl with a dough capacity of about 600 grams in 
all. The overall machine, and also detail of the mixing 
bowl and blades, is shown in fig.7. The dimensions of the 
bowl were 5i” x 3'!” x 44-ft deep.

The machine is provided with means of continuously 
measuring and recording the mixing torque by a system of 
levers, actuated by the reaction torque of the driving motor. 
Also the mixing bowl is provided with a thermostatted jacket, 
and throughout the experimental runs this was maintained at 
25°0.

To provide comparison with the "sigmoid arms", peg type 
mixing arms were made up, and fitted into a spare Brabender 
bowl. No particular design could be used for this, but the



pegs were fitted at 45 and ^ / l 6ff intervals on the mixing 
shafts>the arrangement being illustrated in Pig.7# The two 
mixers will be termed, to differentiate them, the Brabender 
and the Prong mixers. The two shafts in both types rotated 
at differential speeds in the ratio of 2 s 3 * Xn all 
cases where speeds are given this refers to the slower, 
which was the speed of the motor drive shaft.

for the large scale test a ’’Morton Duplex” mixer with 
a capacity of up to 100 lb. of dough was used. This 
machine is shown in Pig.M. It also employs the "sigmoid
arm” type of blades with differential speeds of 45 * 75 * 
There was no provision for thermostatting or for measuring 
the power consumed.

4*24 Photographic.

4.241 Material.

A great deal of investigation was necessary to obtain
suitable materials for this part of the work.

Details are of no general interest, so only the final choice 
will be given. The colours used were ordinary white dough, 
and dough otherwise identical, but mixed with water containing 
1/5 # of anatto, an orange dye whose colour derives from the 
carotenoid bixin. In effect the mixing process, from the 
colour viewpoint, amounts to a dilution of this dye intensity, 
and over the range of this dilution the photographic process
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had to provide a silver deposit proportional to the dye 
concentration. A blue filter (Wratten 59) over the taking 
lens was found to assist this.

4.242 Equi pment.
The actual photograph was taken with camera and 
lights in a permanent mounting, the sample heing 

illuminated by eight 100-watt bulbs. The photographic 
apparatus is shown on Fig.5* The exposure was 10 seconds 
at f9 taken through a 120 mm. lens.

Development was found to be critical also, and was done 
using a dilute metol hydroquinone developer in a tank holding 
20 plates. Agitation was important for reproducibility and 
was on a standard, intermittent but regular, pattern,. This 
gave rather a low*y,(*8), but apparently the best results. 
The camera gave a magnified image,(linear dimensions x 2*3)> 
focussing being by a ground glass screen using a standard 
half-plate camera, and the photograph was taken on to slow 
ortho chromatic process plates (Ilford IT20, Ordinary).
Overall the photography provided many difficulties some of 
which were not entirely solved - the results are discussed 
further under ”calibration”.

4*3 The Experimental Procedure.

4*31 The Mi xtur e.
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4*311 Proportions.

In all of the work reported in this discussion the 
proportion of the components was orange 1 , to 

white 4 * This may seem arbitrary, but the reasons weres-

1) It was possible to make the ’’artificial” mixtures much 
more easily in proportions such as these.

ii) Most of the reported work on mixing had been on 1 t 1 
proportions and it seemed of interest to diverge from

this.

iii) The supply of anatto dye was limited and there was doubt 
if further supplies would duplicate it. These propor

tions made for its conservation.

The theoretical effect on the mixing measurement of these 
proportions would be small, and there seems no special virtue 
in the 1 1 1 mixture over any other, so long as the amounts 
of the two components are comparable: when one is present in
much greater quantity than the other, then new problems are 
certainly raised. This question is one which remains to be 
investigated.

4.312 Texture.

The initial preparations involved the making up of 
two homogeneous masses of dough, one white the other 

orange. These were made up under standard conditions, the
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flour "being in all eases mixed, with 50$ of its weight of 
water into a uniform dough, unless otherwise stated. This 
result in a stiff plastic mass which will scarcely flow under 
its own weight. The elastic properties of dough are such 
that it cannot really be much further characterised, except 
by empirical comparisons or by using very elaborate apparatus 
which, even then, gives results of dubious objective value. 
(See Appendix II).

4.3^3 Mixing.

The method of loading was standardised as far as 
possible by putting the more bulky component, white, 

into the mixer, and turning it over for six revolutions.
Then the other component was spread out evenly over the top, 
and actual mixing commenced from this point. All sampling 
was done at intervals of six revolutions or multiples thereof, 
which meant that the blades were in the same relative posi
tions at the beginning and end of runs. Torque measurements 
were taken during the running, but it was found more satis
factory to do this independently, for record purposes. The 
flour used in all runs was National Spring 80$ extraction.

4.3H Sampling.

Procedure for this varied, being improved slightly in 
the later runs though there was no substantial 

difference in the results. The final method was; at the end



of a run the whole mass was removed from the mixer as care
fully as possible to avoid disturbance, though some was 
inevitable * The mass, then in the shape of a rough ball, 
was cut by a wire into sections, one or two samples being 
taken out each an approximate cylinder ^/q * thick and 
3 - 4*' in "diameter”* These samples were then gently 
squeezed between two sheets of plate glass in a frame to a 
thickness of and both the top and bottom surfaces were
photographed. The section planes were selected at random, 
as was the portion chosen from the samples for photography. 
The squeezing, besides being small, did not affect the cut 
surfaces merely splaying out the sides which were outside the 
photographed region.

After being photographed the material was removed from 
the plates and returned, with the remainder of the mixture, 
to the machine, and the mixing proceeded.

4*52 Scanning.

The equipment for this was housed in a dark room, so 
that there was no necessity to shield the light sensitive 
portions. This meant that access to all parts of the 
apparatus was virtually unrestricted.

The procedure for taking the results was: with the
plate spinning, and the iris set to its smallest diameter, 
the light intensity was adjusted, using filters and the



rheostat, to give a reasonably large reading on the thermo
microammeter. Readings both of this and the B.C. were 
recorded, and then additional filters were placed in the light 
path and the iris altered to the next larger setting, these 
being taken at regular intervals on the protractor scale.
At thiSjthe light was then adjusted to give approximately the 
same I).0. reading, i.e. the same mean light flux, and both 
instruments again read, the A.C. having decreased because of 
the averaging effect of the larger sample size. fhis was 
then repeated over the range of sample sizes, and again, 
having moved the plate centre, over the whole range for 
another position of the scanning annulus on the plate. fhe 
two positions taken were at mean radii of 1.3” and 1.8H 
from the spindle axis.

file B.C. was kept at the same figure over the run to 
maintain the highest degree of comparability for all the 
sample sizes at a fixed degree of mixing. When moving to 
higher degrees of mixing, this B.C. figure had to be raised 
to obtain reasonable values of the A.C., for the total 
fluctuation fell off with mixing as predicted in the theory.
A feature, quite noticeable at high mean current value, was 
the charge on the blocking condenser which became large and 
when the light was altered suddenly, moving to a larger 
sample size, there was a surge in the A.C. fhis meant that 
considerable care had to be exercised to make changes grad
ually, to avoid overloading the thermo-microammeter which
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was without any protection.

4*33 Calculations.

fhe non-linearity of the thermal instrument necessi
tated the use of a calibration chart, which converted 

its readings into the root-mean-square voltage across the 
931 A load resistor, fhis reading was directly propor
tional to the mean flux given by the P.O. instrument reading, 
so, to compare values with the different fluxes necessary for 
reasonable A»0. figures, they were converted to a standard 
mean flux arbitrarily set at a scale reading of 100 units 
(actually corresponding to 42.5 microamperes) D.C. fhis 
value for each sample size, is then averaged over all the 
plates at the same mixing stage, (usually four, with two 
readings on each plate making eight in all) and this provides 
the figure, for that sample size, given as m (volts) on the 
graphs and in the tables.

In the rate plots a further averaging process over the 
six size samples is performed, and the resulting single 
figure is given for the stage of mixing as m* (volts).

Ho attempt is made to convert these figures into concen
trations. fhe reasons for this are given more fully in the 
discussion, but briefly there seems no point in making the 
conversion since m or m* are proportional to the compar
able valiies of b and conversion procedure might conceal
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some of the sample variation*

It is possible to estimate the initial value of m at 
no-mixing, (see Appendix IT) and on some of the rate plots 
this point has been included. fhe values chosen for the 
sample sizes may appear arbitrary, but result from regular 
20° intervals on the protractor measuring the iris aperture; 
when converted into inches they do not appear at particularly 
convenient intervals.

4.4 Calibration Work*

4*41 Optical.

fhe aperture of the iris diaphragm was calibrated, 
using a series of plug gauges to give a relation 

between the angular reading on the protractor and the actual 
diameter. fhis actually gave the diameter of the Inscribed 
circle, but the iris was a good approximation to a circle and 
the error in tahing it as one would be small. fhe ratio of 
the iris diameter to that of its image on the plate was 
calculated as being 1.42 t 1 and details are given of the 
computation in Appendix IT.

4.42 Power.

fhe Brabender mixer was equipped with its own driving 
motor, freely mounted on bearings so that the reaction

j torque could be measured through a lever system to a scale,
i
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and also recorded against a time base. Static calibration 
was effected by hanging weights on a lever arm and taking 
corresponding deflections. The no-3oad friction could be 
determined by observing the torque needed to rotate the 
blades of the empty mixer, and it was assumed that the 
additional losses in friction and gearing under load would 
be small compared with the power used for the mixing itself. 
Graph 9 shows the power calibration obtained. Since the 
power consumed was not dependent on the dough colour the 
actual readings were taken on special runs for this only, 
during which conditions could be better controlled. Since 
dough changes in properties with working it was very diffi
cult to obtain reliable figures even under the most careful 
control, but the figures quoted are obtained from the results 
of many runs and give at least a very good idea of the power 
taken. This point about dough properties is discussed in 
Appendix II.

4*43 Photo graphi c.

A great deal of trial and error work was done on this
and even the final results were not particularly 

satisfactory. However an approximately linear relation 
between the colour dilution, i.e. concentration, and silver 
deposit was obtained. This is perhaps best shown by Fig.10. 
It shows the result of mounting eight dough samples in a 
frame, each sample in rotation having half the concentration
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of the one before it, (the beginning and end points being 
obvious) photographing this, scanning with a small spot, and 
photographing the resulting trace on the C.H.O. It may be 
seen that the curve is very nearly parabolic, though it does 
depart from this at the extremities. This however was the 
best result that could be obtained over a wide range of dyes, 
filters, concentrations, and development conditions.

fhe actual reproducibility of the photography, so far 
as development and exposure are concerned, was checked by 
taking two plates of one particular mixture, and putting 
them independently through the processing. fhe results are 
shown in fable III.

4.44 Electrical.

4.441 JLperture Diameter against Mean Current.

It was necessary to check that the response of the 
931 A was linear with the increase in light flux. 

Eig.S , a plot of area against microamperes, shows this to 
be so. It indicates linearity, at least in the sum, of the 
collection of the light by the window of the tube through 
the various lenses and of the tube response itself.

4*442 Calibration of the Measuring Circuit.

Two methods were used,
a) One was a check of the thermo-microammeter itself
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against input, from a signal generator. fhis showed, as 
expected, non-linear hut reproducible response, and no 
frequency dependence. fhis latter was essential because, 
as explained in the theoretical section, though no immediately 
obvious frequency components exist in the scanner output 
nevertheless there is a frequency spectrum and, for a constant 
scanning speed, it will change with mixing so the measuring 
instrument must be independent of this* Independence of 
wave form, also and equally essential, was established by 
comparing the results of inputs of various wave shapes e.g. 
square•

b) fhe other check was an overall one. A.C. (50 cpsj was
applied to the 931 A load resistor and the response 

of the thermo-microammeter to this was measured, at various 
current loadings. Fig. 10 gives the results and was used as 
the calibration curve of the measuring apparatus in the 
calculations, though replotted as an alignment chart for 
convenient use.

Further investigation, which is in a sense calibration, 
may be found under the section on the results from 
"Artificial" mixtures*
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4* 5 Results*

4.51 Artificial Mixtures.
By this tern is meant plates which were prepared 
synthetically and systematically, rather than 

photographs of actual mixtures.

4*511 Regular Patterns.

Plates were prepared in which squares of black paper 
were pasted on to the glass in regular array covering 

25$ of the total surface, and three sizes of squares were 
used, one size to each plate, of sides ^ 2 ” , ^ 4 *  , and
^ 8 *  . These were then scanned and the results, plotting 
m against spot diameter, are shown on Pig. 11 for the three 
plates. These curves are of the expected shape,and should 
in fact all he the same curve hut to a different horizontal 
scale. This is demonstrated also on Pig.11 in which the 
curves are replotted to give substantially the same line, 
the abscissae being in the ratios 4 j 2 s 1 though, since 
it is taken between fixed scanning limits, the range of the 
three curves will alter. Discrepancies for the lower values, 
in particular the relatively high values for the Smallest 
spot* curve, may be explained by the difficulty of preparing 
the pattern of ^ 8 ” side squares, when the leaving of 
traces of glue on the clear portions of the plate could not 
be helped giving rise to additional fluctuation components.
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This could .have heen avoided by changing the scale photo
graphically as in the next section.

4*512 Random Patterns.

A pattern containing an average of 20# black was 
made up using a table of random numbers, the actual 

procedure being detailed in Appendix III. Perhaps the 
pattern would have been more truly random had a further 
orientation factor been introduced but since this does, to 
some extent, arise from the sampling no extra term was 
included. A plot is given of m against Sample Diameter 
(Pig. 12) for plates of three different scales. The scale 
was determined by the magnification used in the camera: three
plates in the arbitrary length ratios of 1 s 1.75 * 2.4 , 
were made up taken from different portions of the original 
pattern. These are also plotted with a horizontal scale 
corrected for this ratio, and again one curve results {Pig. 13)* 
This seemed confirmation of the behaviour both of the apparatus 
and the theory, and from this point the study of real mixtures 
commenced.

4.52 Real Mixtures.

4.521 General.

The first interest was in the behaviour of m with 
both sample size at a fixed stage of mixing, and with
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the converse problem, though in many respects similar as 
shown in the theoretical section, of its variation with 
mixing at fixed sample size. A series of runs was carried 
out using the Prong mixer, under various experimental condi
tions which are not important in the present connection 
which is concerned with patterns of behaviour. The plots on 
Pigs. 14 and 15 are from one run and those on Pigs. 15 >
16 , and 19 from another, this latter being more complete 
and so all of the effects are shown separately. The actual 
numerical figures used in plotting this set of graphs is 
also given in Table I. Figure 17 is included because it 
is at a slower mixing rate to allow consideration over a 
greater range of mixing revolutions.

4*522 Sample Size Effects.

The effect of variations in sample size on m at a
fixed degree of mixing, is shown on the various 

curves of Pigs. 14 and 15 * Each curve on the graph 
results from the mean value of the plate scans at a degree 
of mixing indicated, in terms of revs, of the mixing arms, by 
the numbers alongside. They show the gradual decrease in 
m with increasing sample size. Since the larger sample 
sizes are effectively averaging the values of the variation 
to an increasing extent, this diminution in m is to be 
expected. It may be noticed that this variation is quit;© 
considerable, and also that the rate at which it occurs alters
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at the different stages of mixing* Figure 15 shows this 
effect particularly well, the curves at intermediate stages 
being steeper in slope, and showing more pronounced variation, 
than those at stages earlier or later. Apart from this, the 
shape of the curves is quite regular showing a smooth 
monatonic decrease with sample size.

4.523 2?he Progress of Mixing.

Prom the same curves as were considered in the last 
section it may be seen that, between the mixing Intervals 
considered, there is a very sharp drop in the m values at 
any particular sample size. Por measuring rates of mixing 
a single value has to be placed on the state of the mixture. 
The obvious choice for this, in the experimental circum
stances, seemed the mean value of m taken over the range 
of sample sizes, giving equal weight to each. These values, 
m* , are plotted on Pigs. 14 and 16 and show a smooth 
downward progression with the revolutions of the mixer 
blades. Figure 17 gives the m f figures over a somewhat 
wider range from another run.

The centrally placed curves on Pigs. 18 and 19 show 
the m* values for the first two rims, plotted logarithmi
cally against revs. There seems no reasonable doubt,from 
the position of these points>that the curves are straight 
lines. Thus the measures used give, as predicted, a first
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order type of rate plot.

Prom these plots, though not given on them, it is easy 
to read off the number of revs, of the mixer necessary to 
diminish the value of m* by one half, and this can then be 
converted into a time of half-mixing using the speed of the 
mixer which is constant at 28 rpm. The linear nature of 
the plots, makes this time independent of the initial state 
chosen.

4# 524 Reproducibility.

Having established in the previous section that the 
experimental values m and m* behave rationally 

and according to predictions within a mixing run, the next 
investigation was into the variation between runs under, so 
far as possible, identical conditions.

Figure 20 shows the results, taken at two stages of 
mixing from three similar runs. The band of variation, due 
to sensitivity to uncontrolled circumstances, is small.
Since only two stages were taken, the rate plots also shown 
on Pig. 20 are scarcely significant, but they do indicate 
that, if the points lie in pairs on straight lines, then 
these lines are parallel and the rate values unaffected.

On Pig. 21 are plotted results of a more extensive 
series of runs. In these some further possible sources of
variation are introduced which will be discussed in the next
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section, but these seem to have no effect thus again 
demonstrating the extent of uncontrolled variation* It is 
satisfactorily small.

4*525 Effect of the Sampling Process on Mixing.

The real purpose of the runs giving the results of 
fig. 21 , was to show the effect of the sampling 

process. It could be argued that the operation of taking 
the mass from the mixer, and then cutting and squeezing it, 
was actually further mixing, and furthermore mixing of an 
uncontrolled and arbitrary nature quite independent of the 
machine which the methods were designed to assess. This is 
quite true: the experiments illustrated were designed to
estimate the magnitude of this effect, and to see whether 
allowance would have to be made for it when considering the 
results.

The method was to consider the values of m taken from 
mixes prepared Identically except for variations in the 
sampling procedure. One mixture was sampled at 12 , 24 ,
and 36 revs., the curves for 12 and 36 being shown. 
Three mixes were sampled at 12 and 36 revs, only, both 
curves being shown for each, while finally two runs were, 
taken without prior sampling directly to 36 revs., and the 
results of these are also plotted.

The results show that the variation due to mixing or
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other effects arising from the sampling procedure, is small 
compared with that due to mixing in the machine. Also, it 
is apparently arbitrary. Consequently the band width, 
indicated by these curves at the same mixing stage, may be 
taken as representing the variation from all sources outside 
the experimental control.

4.53 Effect of Sample Size on Rates.

It was wished to form some idea of the influence of
sample size selection on measured rates of mixing. 

Using the same experimental runs as are plotted on Rig. 14 , 
and on Rigs. 15 > and 16 , the values of m at the largest 
and smallest sample sizes available over the various mixing 
stages are plotted on to Pigs. 18 and 19- This gives curves 
above and below those of m* which are already plotted. At 
the smaller sample sizes the variation will always be higher 
than at the mean; the plotted points, however, lie on a 
straight line which is approximately parallel to that for the 
mean values. The larger sample sizes give a similar plot but 
below the main curve. There is a definite tendency towards 
convergence at the zero-mixing end which is to be expected, 
but despite this the lines are very nearly parallel over the 
range considered, so it appears that the choice of arbitrary 
sample size will affect the absolute values of m , but 
will have little influence on the rate figures which are
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represented by the slopes of the lines.

4*54 The Effect of Consistency.

As mentioned elsewhere, particularly in Appendix II, 
it is not possible to characterise, adequately, the 

physical properties of doughs. These do, however, alter 
to a very marked extent according to the amount of water 
that is added to the flour. This effect may be termed the 
consistency of the dough, and Fig. 22 gives the extent of 
this variation, plotting the power necessary for mixing a 
fixed quantity of dough in the Brabender mixer against the 
quantity of water present. To investigate the effect of 
this consistency on mixing rates three runs were carried 
out, using 50$ , 55$ , and 60$ of water (on a dry basis), 
the same total quantity of dough being used in each case.
Rate plots for these runs are shown on Fig. 22. A line is 
drawn on this, more to indicate the trend than precise rates. 
There is some scatter of the points, but there does not 
appear to be any substantial alteration in rates despite the 
large changes in consistency.

4*6 The Effects of Bough Quantity.

It was expected that mixing rates would vary with the 
quantity of material in the mixer, and an extensive 

series of runs was undertaken to investigate this.
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Firstly, using the Brabender mixer, runs over a . 
considerable range of quantities were carried out* The 
first interest was in the power consumption of the mix#r at 
the various stages of loading* Figure 23 shows the 
results obtained, both the measured power, and the power per 
unit weight of dough, are plotted against the quantity of 
dough in the mixer.

Also the mixing rates were measured, and Fig. 24 shows 
the values obtained for these,plotted logarithmically against 
revs.>for the different quantities of dough used. From 
these rate plots values for the time of half-mixing can be 
taken, and these then give the time necessary for the machine, 
under the loading conditions stated, to perform a standard 
mixing task. On Fig. 25 , a plot of this time against 
quantity is shown. Also shown on Fig. 25 is the energy 
required per unit weight for half-mixing. This is derived 
from the power and the time for half-mixing values, and is 
again plotted against the quantity of material in the mixer.

This same series of investigations was then repeated 
using the Prong mixer, and the results, plotted in the same 
way and in the same order, are shown on Figs. 26 , 27 , and 
28.

4*7 Extension of the Method to a Plant Mixing Machine.

To determine whether the method could be applied
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without modification to a commercial size of mixing machine, 
a run was carried out on a "Morton Duplex” dough mixer.
This machine>which is designed apparently to take up to 70 lb. 
of flour,is shown on Fig. 29 . It uses the "sigmoid arm” 
blades the slower of these rotating at 45 rpm. and the 
other at 75 rpm. dimensions of the mixing bowl are
18” x 18" x 16" deep. The quantity used for the run was 
50 lb. of flour in all and 55$ of its weight of water was 
added, the higher quantity of water in the mixture being 
necessary because the machine would not handle the 50$ 
doughs these being too stiff. The doughs were made up in 
the usual 4 5 1 colour proportions. Experimental 
procedure was as for the smaller runs, but using a set 
geometrical selection for the samples themselves. Four 
plates were taken at each stage of mixing. The resulting 
rate plot is shown on Fig. 50 • Again it corresponds very 
closely to a straight line over the whole of its length.
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5. ‘ DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

5* 1 The Numerical Values of the Results.

5.11 For practical comparative purposes, the most impor
tant features of an experimental method of following

mixing are its consistency and reliability. The following 
sections discuss these under various aspects. In any 
statistical investigation absolute reproducibility cannot be 
expected, but it is shown that in this work the margins are 
small, allowance being made for the difficult nature of the 
questions asked. The measure of mixing which is used, m , 
has not been transformed to behave in standard fashion e.g. 
to have a maximum value of one at no-mixing. Such trans
formation is unnecessary so long as the measure used is 
clearly explained; it would merely alter numerical values 
and not conclusions from them, and might conceal some of the 
Variation.

5.12 Instrumental Readings.

The errors introduced by the various electrical 
instruments, the calculations exposure of the film develop
ment etc., can be computed in some cases and summed.
However, much the better estimate of the total error from 
these sources is implicit in the figures in Table III. This 
shows the m values obtained from the scanning of two plates



which were taken of the same dough sample, and put indepen
dently through the whole of the processing. The greatest 
variation is 2-J-$ and the mean variation much less. It 
is not unreasonable to place a figure of 2$ on the varia
tion from all of these sources, though it may be higher 
than this at low numerical values and smaller at higher ones.

5.15 Mixing Techniques.

It was difficult to standardise, completely, the
procedure for loading and unloading the mixers and 

for cutting and preparing the samples. The extent of the 
error introduced by these is obtained from the band over 
which the results of replicate experiments range. Figure 20 
shows such results, and the band width is of the order of 
20$ of the mean values.

In Fig. 21 a definite possible source of variation, that 
of the disturbance or mixing effected by the actual sampling 
procedure, is introduced. This seems to produce no definite 
trend, and the band width is still of the order of 20$ , 
though rather greater in the more mixed stage. It is con
cluded that, if a new source of variation has been brought 
in, then it is of the same order as those present from 
uncontrolled sources, and that the error from all of these 
is of the order of 20$ .



5.14 Sampling Within Hone.

Table I gives the numerical results of on© run,
that plotted on Pigs. 15, 16, and 19* The variances

of all the m values for this have heen computed, and are
given, at the various sample sizes and mixing states, in
Tahle II . This represents the standard deviation of the
individual numerical values, expressed as a percentage of
their mean. The means of the m values taken over all of
the eight values, will have a smaller expected error than
the Individual values, the standard error of the mean being 

1—  times the standard deviation of the individual results. 
Thus from the table it appears, taking pessimistic 

views:-

1. The standard deviation of individual results is $ 25$
2. The standard error of their means is & —  $ & 10$.

It is not permissible to continue this process and 
divide by a further factor taking into account the averaging 
process over the various sample sizes, because these values 
are not estimates of the same thing, but this does give an 
added factor of confidence. Thus it appears that the 
overall sampling spread of the mean values is of the order 
of 10$ , and quite likely to be substantially less than 
this figure.

In connection with the table of standard deviations,
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it is interesting to notice that these increase substantially 
as the sample size increases. The only explanation of this 
would seem to he in large scale ’clumping* of material that 
is already partially mixed. The large scale of the clumps 
would make the plates rather a crude sample and so give a 
large variation in the m values, hut the values themselves 
would he small, because of the partial mixing, giving much 
lower concentration differences.

5-15 The Photographic Process.

The source of error considered under this heading, 
is that arising from the non-linearity of emulsion sensitiv
ity with concentration. There is a departure at both ends 
of the scale tending to decrease the total fluctuation. It 
is impossible to calculate the effect of this since it will 
depend on the actual pattern being scanned and then in a 
very complex manner, but it should be greatest in the earlier 
stages when the concentrations are at their maxima.

5*16 Sample Means.

The theoretical IT is derived from a calculation of 
the root-mean-square of the deviations from the overall mean. 
However the scanning process, by reason of the condenser 
eliminating the D. C., measures only the A.C. fluctuation 
about its own mean, that is the mean over the annulus swept
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out lay the scanning spot. This will not in general be the 
same as the overall mean, so that the value of m as calcul
ated will not be exactly proportional to the theoretical ¥ 
because of this factor.

All measurements being relative there is no provision 
for standard intensities, and so it is not possible to know 
what this true mean is in terms of the electrical readings. 
Estimates can be made, but they are subject to the same 
sampling errors as any other estimates made from the plates. 
An attempt was made, on the basis of such estimates, to 
correct the readings using the standard process for trans
ferring second moments, but the effect on this of the uncer
tainty of the true mean was so large as to make the procedure 
very dubious. Thus, since the labour of the calculations 
which cannot be put into convenient computational form was 
considerable, and the results probably subject to an error 
at least as large without the correction, (and they certainly 
did not appear any more consistent), the scheme was abandoned.

Actually, not only are the sample means not the same as
the true mean, but they may vary with the sample si2e, but
at no time did any inconsistency arise from this so its
effect was apparently quite small.

5.17 Overall Errors.

Although all sources of error cannot be fully computed,
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the total is probably not more than 20-25$ for a single 
result. for comparative tests, e.g. the progress of a 
mixing run, the error would appear from the consistency of 
the results to be substantially smaller, of the order of 
10$ or less. Mixing rates, being effectively the mean of
an even larger number of results, would be expected to be
more reliable still, though no figure can be given for this.

5*2 fhe Application of Theory to Results.

5*21 State of Mixtures.

fhe two major theoretical aspects of this presented 
are the distribution spectrum as characterising 

component distribution, and the sample size effects.

5*211 fhe Distribution Spectrum.

fo consider firstly the spectrum conception. fhis 
was introduced to clarify the background to practi

cal measures, rather than to supplant them; consequently 
the fact that the results cannot be used to calculate distri
bution spectra is not necessarily disastrous, either to the 
idea or the results. fhe reasons for this are principally 
in the laborious nature of the work to obtain even the 
results given, much of the experimental process being 
inevitably slow. for normal measuring purposes mean values 
of the results can be employed, which adds very largely to
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their reliability when such large variations as are found 
in them, occur. The individual results which would he 
required for calculating the spectrum are too uncertain, 
especially in view of the comparatively low sensitivity of 
the distribution spectrum to them. Incidentally the extent 
of this variation could most clearly be seen, not from the 
numerical values, but from the monitoring cathode ray 
oscilloscope, though necessarily in qualitative form, where 
the fluctuation patterns were set out in striking fashion. 
These at once suggested the basis of a distribution spectrum 
measure, and the difficulty of its numerical attainment.

5*212 Sample Size.

The sample size effect work was more obviously 
successful. There was no experimental published work on 
this at all and, except for desultory mention in theoretical 
papers as a problem, the matter seems to have been ignored 
so the results, which are quite extensive, should be of 
interest.

The shape of the plotted variation of s (actually m 
which is proportional to & ) against sample size is as the 
theory predicts* In the earlier stages of mixing, that is 
when the Hclump" size is large, the slope of the curves is 
comparatively slight, indicating that the ratio of sample 
size to "clump" size is only changing slowly and that over 
the portion of the curve where this ratio tends to be less
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than one. * In the intermediate stages the slopes are 
steeper and the numerical magnitude of the m values less, 
which shows that the "clump" sizes are decreasing though 
the ratios, changing more rapidly and so altering the 
horizontal scale, minimise this effect. fhe later stages 
show gradual sloping, coming into the region of reciprocal 
relations for the larger spot sizes, with the "clump” size 
roughly comparable with the smallest scanning spot. Figure 
15 shows these effects most clearly.

In the cases of the artificial random patterns where 
the ratios are known, the effect can be shown quantitatively 
by plotting length ratios, and this clearly demonstrates 
that the mixing stage curves are really portions of the same 
curve, but to a different scale. Since the spectrum and 
from it some notion of "clump” size, cannot be calculated, 
this merging cannot be done for the real mixtures, but the 
curve shapes show the possibility of it. This shows that 
the curve of standard deviations against sample size is a 
key to the whole mixing process because of the two effects 
it demonstrates. These are, the changes with sample size 
of the mixing measures at a fixed mixing degree, and the 
changes of mixing measure with degree of mixing for a 
constant sample size,assuming that spectrum shape remains 
effectively constant over the miking.
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5.22 Rates of Mixing.

5.221 fhe Kinetic Law.

fhe results from all the runs quite definitely 
support a first order kinetic law for mixing systems,

if the degree of mixing is measured hy changes in the sample 
composition standard deviation. fhere is no apparent sign 
of the rate falling away from this as the mixing progresses^ 
hut the range was not wide enough to cover extended mixing, 
so that there may he deviations outside the region considered.

fhese straight line plots, on logarithmic paper, give 
considerable confidence to the measuring of mixing machine 
rates of performance by either the slopes of the lines, which 
are the rate constants, or by the half-life times which per
haps give more readily appreciated figures. Even if the 
rates do subsequently fall off from this there is nothing to 
suggest that the different machines will perform differently 
at different mixing stages, so the half-mixing times give 
useful comparative figures, independent of whether or not 
rates are first order over considerable ranges.

5.222 The Effect of Sample Size.

The other important rate effect which was investigated 
was the influence of sample size on rate measurements. 

Prom the plotted curves it may he seen that this effect is 
quite small. This was a point which seemed a possible



weakness In published rate figures where sample size 
differences had not been considered. If these lead to 
different rates, then the choice would be critical if the 
results were to have any meaning beyond the special circum
stances under which they were taken, and scale effects might 
be very large. However the results show that using either 
different fixed sample sizes,or the mean value over a range, 
does not lead to markedly different rate constants though 
the individual mixing degree measurements at the various 
stages will vary considerably. Thus the results from taking 
what are proportionately large samples from laboratory size 
mixers, can give useful information as to the behaviour of 
the similarly sized samples from much larger mixers, which 
will be the expected experimental arrangement since the 
sample sizes have apparently been most frequently determined 
by convenience,

fwo further effects which can be predicted from the 
theory on sample sizes are shown by the curves on Figs. 18 * 
19 • Using again the scale ratio concepts,the curves at 
large and small sample sizes may be thought of as being 
instead at the same sample size,but from different sized but 
geometrically similar mixers. fhis means that on the 
generalised X* - r plot with the larger mixer, i.e. corres
ponding to the smaller sample size curve, the initial value 
of r will be smaller, and since the curve is steeper in
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this range the rates measured will he higher than for the 
oase of the smaller mixer, which corresponds to the larger 
sample size* fhis is shown by the curves being slightly 
steeper at the smaller sample sizes.

Also the intercepts at no-mixing on Pigs. 18-19 will 
not be the same, because of this ratio effect. In a given 
mixer the initial clump size is fixed; on scanning this 
with a sample comparable in size to the clumps, there will 
be a proportionately larger number of mixed samples, than 
if the scanning sample size is much smaller than the clumps. 
Using a mean value, e.g. m ’ , the intercept should be inter
mediate between these, and this can be seen from the graphs 
by producing the lines to the axis. Only when the sample 
size is very small indeed, will the calculated value of m 
at no mixing, evaluated on the basis of all samples being 
either pure A or non-A , be realised.

5*23 Efficiency and Power.

$he efficiency criteria employed were, theoretically, 
perhaps crude, but they show pronounced trends and for all 
their crudity demonstrate an experimental technique for 
comparing the performances of mixing machines. A basis for 
this has been established to consider either the speed of 
accomplishment of a standard mixing task (^)>or the amount 
of energy required for this, irrespective of the time taken.
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Which of these is used as detennining will depend on the 
point of view, and economics will come into the practical 
considerati ons.

few details are given of the power measurement procedure 
because these seem to be entirely conventional, the mean 
values of the torque-time curves being used in a straight
forward calculation. In practical mixing cases this will be 
more difficult because reaction torque measurement requires 
somewhat elaborate apparatus, and probably some electrical 
power records, with their no-load and other disadvantage 
will have to be used. fhis however is a problem in mechanics^ 
not mixing.

5*3 Mixing Performance Results.

5*3 ̂ Most of the earlier experiments reported in this
study were designed to establish the method, and the 

results of these have already been dealt with under the 
appropriate headings. Having verified the method, runs 
could be made to investigate the mixing process itself.

5*52 Sample Size.

Some practical effects arising from the rate plots 
oft figs. 18-19 should be mentioned. fhe variation j

in rates, that is the slopes of the curves, is approximately 
20$ over a sample size range of 20 s 1 . fhis may then
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be taken*as a general guide to the magnitude of this effect. 
It is most marked when sample and clump sizes are comparable 
and should always be considered in connection with rate 
measurements* Its magnitude is not so great,however,as to 
raise difficulties in most practical work.

5*33 Effect-of Consistency.
Figure 22 shows the results of three runs carried
out in the Brabender Mixer with doughs of markedly 

different consistencies. With flour doughs there is no way 
of measuring this so called consistency, except in empirical 
terms. However Fig. 22 shows its effect on the power 
required for the mixing, and this indicates the considerable 
range over which the properties of the three doughs lay.

Although the spread of the individual results is 
substantial there is no evidence of substantial differences 
in trend, the effect being more a scatter. Experimentally 
the doughs of lower consistency were difficult to handle 
and this may account for some of the variation, but the 
conclusion may be drawn that consistency had no marked effect. 
This is to be expected, since none of these doughs flows 
easily under its own weight and consequently all mixing has 
to be accomplished by the purely geometrical re-shuffling, 
accomplished each revolution by the mixing arms. Plasticity, 
over a wide range, has no effect on this, though the power
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required'to move the anas varies very considerably.

5*54 fhe Effects of Quantity.

fhe double arm type of mixer investigated is sensi
tive to the quantity in the bowl. When this is 

small>the whole of the material can be gathered up by the 
arms and carried round with no consequent mixing. With 
large amounts the material cannot all fit into the mixing 
space over the central saddie>80 it lies above this and 
takes little part in the mixing only feeding in very slowly. 
Between the extremes it was assumed that there would be some 
optimum loading,and the problem was to determine this for 
both the Brabender Sigmoid arm* mixer>and for the Prong 
mixer made up for the trials. At the very low loadings it 
is difficult to obtain reliable results because the mixing 
was often intermittent, sampling removed the material from 
the blades and consequently it mixed for some time before 
accumulating on them again. Power measurements were taken 
throughout the range of loading also>and were again difficult 
with small quantities.

fhe mixing rate curves for both mixers are shown on 
Pigs. 24*27. fhe results are much as might be anticipated, the 
prong mixer having a slightly higher rate and a sharper 
maximum.

Prom the power readings and the time of half mixing,it



was possible to calculate energy per unit weight of material 
to perform the operation of half mixing in the different 
machines over the range of loading. fhe results of this 
are shown on Figs. 25 , 28 . It is quite interesting that 
the optimum conditions occur in very much the same positions 
as the optimum rates, and further that there is quite a 
considerable difference in the * efficiencies1 in this sense 
over the loading ranges. Also the conclusion can be drawn 
that the Prong mixdr is appreciably more efficient than the 
’sigmoid arm’ type. This is interesting because the latter 
type is very popular for work of this nature, and presumably 
ought to have been designed, at least on empirical grounds, 
whereas the Prong mixer had no rationalised design whatever 
because there was nothing available on which to base it.

fhis is the type of investigation which it is envisaged 
could be carried out on an existing mixer with a view to 
determining its optimum loading, and>as it can be seen from 
these results * the effect of this loading can be very 
considerable.

5*35 fhe Plant Mixer Run.

fhe rate plot for the run using fifty pounds of dough 
in a plant scale mixer is shown on Fig. 30 » fbe intention 
of this run was to establish that the method would continue 
to give consistent results on a larger scale machine, and this 
It does. fo investigate this mixer in the same way as
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for the smaller ones described above would he a very laborious 
procedure, and furthermore would need some adequate power 
measuring equipment, but there is no doubt that it could be 
done.

It is difficult to compare the results on this with those 
on the smaller mixer of the same type, the Brabender. fhe 
loading for the larger mixer was probably well below optimum , 
and to complicate matters further the differential speed ratios 
of the arms were not the same (2 t 3 ^or the Brabender 
compared with 1.8 : 3 £or the Morton). Blade geometry of 
the machines also differed. fhe highest measured rate for the 
smaller machine gave a figure of just over 9 revs, for half 
mixing, contrasted with that of 17 for the larger.

fhe direct comparison cannot be made without knowing the 
variation in rates for the large mixer with changes in loading, 
but these results, and qualitative impressions gained during 
the runs, indicate that the scale effects are not very large.

5*4 Appraisal of the Method.

Assuming a given mixture, the experimental method 
consists of two stages; the first, is the trans

ference of the sample concentration distribution pattern to 
a similar pattern of the densities on a photographic plate, 
and the second, the analysis of this pattern in numerical 
terms. It is probably best to consider these separately,
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as they need not necessarily he used in conjunction.

5*41 fhe Use of Photography for Sampling.

5*411 Advantages.

1) It permits the sampling of systems such as the flour
dough one considered, for which normal chemical or 
physical methods could hot he employed.

ii) fhe camera can sample large or small portions of the 
material, depending on the magnification used.

iii) fhe demands made on the material to furnish colour 
differences are slight, and leave the other proper
ties relatively undisturbed. fhus practical, and 
not merely artificial mixtures, can he studied.

iv) Subsequent analysis can quite easily he performed, 
and over large numbers of samples.

v) It is comparatively quick, and convenient to operate.

vi) fhe sample plates once taken are permanent, and any 
number of measurements, of any sort, can he made on 
them.

vii) fhe sampling procedure leaves the mixture largely 
unaffected, and it can then he returned for further 
mixing. fhe volume of the mixture is unchanged by 
the sampling.
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viii)

5*412

i)

U )

ill)

iv)

▼)

5*42

5.421

i)

Sampling of the plate can readily he to any size 
scale, so that the measurement can take varying 
sample size into account*

disadvantages.

fhe difficulty of selecting colours and initial 
concentrations of them to give linear concentration- 
silver density relationships.

fhe comparative expense of the plates.

fhe samples are two, and not three dimensional.

fhe method is restricted to systems in which the 
components do not interdiffuse, or at least do so 
slowly.
fhe glass and interfacial surface optical properties 
affect the plates to an extent which limits the use 
of the method when the variation becomes comparable 
to this. fhis occurs approximately at the level 
where the mixture becomes homogeneous to the eye.

fhe Analysis of the Plates.

Advantages.

It is convenient. fhe analysis of one plate, taking 
two armuli and five sample sizes on each, takes 
roughly a quarter of an hour.
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ii) fhe sample sis© can readily be altered,

ill) Electrical instruments are convenient to operate
and read, and are relatively stable and consistent*

5*422 M. eadvantages•

1) fhe expense and cumbersome nature of the equipment*

ii) fhe relatively restricted path available for 
convent ant scanning*

ill) 2 m  fact that the sus&surdd variation is about the 
sample &&$sfr9 and not the overall one*
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TABLE X

TYPICAL SET OE READINGS POT? nHB r u u

iilal
Btasu
A
7,
▼»m

T,
m

7,m
A
7,
7*
SI

A
7,
▼aa

*86
24*558
2*38
9*73

22*3
54
2*29

10*05

23
46*5

2.1
9*41

23
52*5
2.25
9*79

2320
t*345*83

T&bLe I(a) 
*69 .52

23
49
2.16
9.39

20.9
432.03
9.71

22.8
351.83
8.03

24.2
47.52.13
8.8

2518.1
1.27
5.53

22.8
40.7
1.97
8.64
23-9
49-5
2.18
9.14

22.9
27.5 
1.59 6.95

23*5
38.5 
1.92 
8.07

23.7
17.2
1.23
5.19

00 A
7,
7zm

23*537*8
t.89
3.05

22*531*2
1.72
7*64

23*7
29*51.66
7*01

4_.(a) A
X

m

23*6
31
1*71
7*25

23*522
1.41
6.5

24
14.5
1-134*71

ft) A
7,
7*m

23*3
552.26
9*7

24*345*5
2.098*61

23*9
311.70
7*11

.36
25.340.4 
1.96
8.4

23.9
45.5 
2.08 
8.7

23.926
1.556.49

23.6
35.4
1.847.8

22.2
14

1.1
4.95

24
26

22.2
34

1.8
8.1

24.7
45.52.08
8.42

22.9
21.5 
1-39 6.06

23.5 
331.76
7.49

22.5
13.2 
1.07 
4.75

23.3 201.55 1*346.45 5.75

23*9 239*4 6*1
0.85 0*713*35 5*1
23*7 24.220*5 16*41.36 1.195*73 4.92

.04
22.2
31-4
1.72
7.75
22.8
37.2
1.898.28

21.7
18.2
1.27
5.85

22.3
28.5
1.63
7.31

22.3
12.7
1.044.66

22.416
1.18
5.27

23.8
4.9
0.612.68
23
12.5
1.04
4.52



Mam. .86

(?)

.69 .52 *36 .20 .04

S- (•)

From this 

6.06

point m 

4.21

values,

3*15

only,

3*05

are gtren 

2.47 2.05
ill €♦79 5.57 4.36 3*37 2,54 2.13

§ A * 1 8.06 6.7 5.64 5.02 4.42 4.2
(^1 7.2 5.95 5.0 4.58 4.14 3.86

?• (*) 6.11 4.67 5*76 3*25 2.78 2.39
ill 7.18 6.0 5.18 4.56 3*83 3*15

8. t&t 5.9 4.53 3*51 2.89 2.44 2.18
(h) 6.47 5.27 3*97 3*07 2.57 2.28

2.59 1.84 1.59 1.47 1.56 1.23
(^) 5*95 3*1 2.62 2.34 2.04 1.66

10 (a) 5*59 2.61 1.81 1.43 1.17 *97
ill 3.91 2.72 1.79 1.44 1.2 1.09

I l M 4.51 3*26 2.62 2.36 2.26 2.0
ill 4.26 3*86 3*42 3.cm 2.8 2.55

12(a) 3*65 2.61 2.02 1.75 1.5 1*33
til) 4.04 3*52 3*29 2.98 2.66 2.37

15 k ) 2.11 1.77 1.45 1*3 U 2 3 1.19
ill 2.38 1.97 1.65 1.45 1.27 CM,

Mi*} 2.44 2.03 1.71 1*37 1.2 1.14
ill 3.16 2.78 2.49 2.3 2.03 1.75
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Diam. •86 .69 .52 .36 .20 .04

IS W 2.15 1,51 1.37 1*25 1.11 1.0
(fe) 2,28 1.99 1.79 1.65 1.51 1*39

2.49 a; o? 1.71 t * 44 1.29 1.15
( » 2.48 2.01 1.7 1.45 1.27 1.13

17(a) 1.42 1.04 .87 .70 .6 *53
(|>) 1.71 1*34 1.05 .76 .6 .56

18(a) 1.55 1.23 .95 *82 *74 *66
M 1.79 1.53 1.31 1.14 1.0 .83

min) 1.88 1.4 1.13 .99 *91 .85
(y>) 1.83 1.41 1.08 1.04 .93 .88

1.83 1.64 1.5 1.4 1.38 1*38
Cb) 2.61 2.47 2.29 2*21 2.15 2*07

21(a) .78 *58 .46 *4 *33 .29
M .99 .74 .65 .58 .57 •38

22(a) 1.11 .95 *36 *78 .71 *58
M 1.19 1.04 .9 •34 .8 .7

f i W , .88 .6 *48 .44 *38 .36
M .99 .82 *73 .64 .57 .55

24(a) .99 .86 .77 .69 .63 .58
M .88 .77 .73 .68 .66 *62



fable 1(b)
Mean values from the above table taken over the eight
estimates of m at a fixed sample size and state of ml:

Blam. .86 .69 *52 *56 .20 .04
levs.

6 8.85 7.46 7.12 6.57 6.07 5.66
12 6*72 5.36 4.32 3*72 3-15 2.78
18 3*79 2.94 2.4 2.11 1.87 1.65
24 2.4 2.02 1.73 1.52 1.36 1.25
30 1.77 1.51 1.27 1.13 1.05 .97
36 *98 .8 *7 .63 .57 .51

Mean values of
fable 1(e) 

m f from above at a fixed state of mixii

levs. 6 12 18 24 50 36
a* 6.95 4.34 2.46 1.71 1.28 .70

Botes* 1. fhe rows A are the reading on the B. C. microammeter 
I » *425 yua.

fhe rows V, are scale readings on the A.C. 
galvanometer.

fhe rows are the r.m.s. volts across the
951 A load resistor, and are obtained from 7 t using
the calibration chart (Fig. 10 illustrates the
relationship).
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fhe rows m are ^  x 100
A

Although three figures are given only the first two are 
significant. Since working was done with a slide rule 
the third figure was retained: it preserved trends to
some extent hut, particularly in the individual readings 
no reliance whatever should he placed on it.
fhe arrangement is such that the numbers (1 - 24) 
represent plates and these are grouped in fours, each 
four being samples at one stage of mixing. fhe letters 
(a) and (h) represent the two scans taken on each plate*
Only the set at 6 revs. Nos, 1 - 4  is given eemplete
This shows the scheme of the readings,and for the snbse~ 

quent sets m-values only are given,

, ‘ tTcm  efci
I j S ;  I F f t - l a . #  J  §■ ~ -  -
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fABLB II
STANDARD DEVIATIONS OP m TALURS II TABLE I .

Figures giving the standard deviation,expressed as a 
percentage of the mean,for each set of @ estimates of
at sample size (diam.) and mixing stage (revs.) as giva

■Qiam. .36 «69 .52 *32 .2 .04
Bo. of 
Revs.

6 15 24 24 25 28 58
12 11 15 19 22 24 27
16 13 20 26 29 33 34
24 14 15 19 22 19 15
30 20 26 33 40 45 50

12 18 16 22 27 35
56 9 15 18 21 22 25

fhe arithmetic means of these at the various 
stages of mixing are

’levef 6 12 18 24 50 56
+ S.D. 25 20 26 17 56.21 18

Botes: 1. fhe figures from which this tahle was computed 
are given in fable I; the individual figures 
are in the first section of this table and the 
means, at fixed mixing stage and sample size, 
are in the second section.
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fwo figures are given in each place in the row corres
ponding to 30 revs., and in the corresponding mean 
values. leferring to fable I it may be seen that the
values, 20(b) , are different to a marked degree from 
the other estimates of the same thing. fhese seem 
freak values and so standard deviation figures are 
quoted including and excluding this particular set. 
m t h  the set excluded the remaining figures conform to 
the general trends the odd members could be rejected 
on statistical grounds.

k 4 5 , 4X4 ̂ 41, > 44 4 4
44,& 4 4 i\ •*

?z V- 4* IS % ~ & G " tZ i 4.7 7 * W
4. ■4 * % % 5 - % . % ■ i.T ■v * 5 '.<• r'"i

4414 1^!#}: UBi. 2*- (a) #-444X4 ??ss fifc
£&s--:a tract: mm. the Mttf &mMzt-
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TABLE III 

PROOBSSXffS ABB SCANBIJrO VARXAf I OH

Results from two plates taken of the same dough sample but 
put independently through further processing.

Biam. *86 *69 *52 .36 .20 .04

.1* (a) AT,
m

40.2
55.5
2-325.8

40.1
47
2.12
5*3

39*8
38
1*94*8

39*8
31
1.71
4*3

40
25*5
1*535.8

41
22
1.41
5*4

0>) AT,
m

41*766
2.56
6*1

39.6
50*5
2.2
5*6

40*5
45*52.08
5a 1

41
39*5
1*934*7

40
311*71
4*3

39
24*5
1.53*8

2* (a) A
?.Tx
m

39.5
54.5 
2*3 5*8

40*5
492.16
5*3

41
41*5
1*99
4*9

40
32
1*74
4*4

39
25
1*52
3*9

42
23*51*46
5*5

M A
V,Tzm

41*8
65*5
2*556*1

39-5
50
2.19
5*5

40.5
44.5 2.06 
5*1

39
36.5
1.84
4.7

41*5
331.77
4*3

41*528
1.61
3*9

Botess 1• fhe symbols have the same significance as 
for fable I.

2. Sets 1*{a) and 2. (a) represent scans on the 
same track on the different platesf similarly 
with 1.{b) and 2.(b).
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APPENDIX I

fhe Background to the Investigation,

Interest in the mixing of flour doughs arose in
connection with the problem of chemical improvers in 

flour, and their relation to health. Oxidising agents, 
such as brornatea and nitrogen trichloride ("Ageae1*), have 
for many years now been used with flour for bakings they 
improve the protein quality giving,a better sized loaf, 
and the colour of the bread. Then a controversy arose 
from a publication by Mellanby^*^ in which he showed that 
"Agene* had reacted with some of the flour proteins, giving 
a toxic product which could induce hysteria in dogs, and he 
suggested that it might also be harmful to human beings.

Investigation into this commenced, and efforts were
made to find harmless alternatives to chemical improvers
since the baking industry was loath to abandon the advantages
these provided. Work by Hay^*3̂  and others, showed that
much increased mixing gave the desired effect. Almost
certainly the beneficial effects of this mixing came from
increased exposure to atmospheric oxygen, and this was suppoiv
ted by experiments carried out at the Boyal Technical
College(***) , in which the mixing was conducted in an
{*) Mellanby,E. Brit.med. J., 1946, (ii), 885.
(mm) Hank, J. and Hay,J.G., B.1.646, 311, (1950).
(x m ) Hawthorn, J. and Todd,J.P. J.Sci.Food Agrlc.> 1955, 6, 501*
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atmosphere of oxygen, and the desired improvement occurred 
under normal mixing conditions. From this work consider
able interest in the mixing of flour doughs was aroused, 
and one of the problems associated with this was the quanti
tative measurement of dough mixing.

• v .  :■ ■ : -  . ^  ^  * =  V  ,,  ■: . f e f  . f e

: 4 ; r.T---.-:'
mrniifm-a «&

• -• • : • a > : ‘ * i - > -»■ >
u .. . . .

■ ' ;' • " • • '- - ^-£# 

* ~ 4 , - ' * *r
' " /  , -7- . %

- ■ : -%■% m m  mm m  %l#



A m o n g *  ix

Dough as a Material*

A crude picture of flour dough may he given as a mass
of starch particles, held together by an interlacing 

network of protein fibres. In any question of physical 
properties it is these proteins which matter: the starch
merely, from this viewpoint, forms the bulk. fhe proteins 
are long chain molecules, with an elaborate system of active 
groups. It is this which prevents any simple chemical 
substance being added to one component of a dough mixture 
and subsequent analysis of samples for this, as the additive 
is adsorbed at these active centres and cannot, by ordinary 
means, be removed.

Furthermore the elastic properties of these chains are 
altered, markedly, by both oxidation and mechanical working. 
Oxidation may be effected either by ehemieal oxidising 
agents, which must be weak or the molecules will be disrup
ted, or atmospheric oxygen which acts more slowly, and this 
reaction is catalysed by water. fhe mechanism of this 
action is not understood, but it may be by attack on the 
sulphydryl groups removing the hydrogen and thus giving 
rise to additional chain linkages, strengthening the struc
ture to give it a higher elastic modulus and reducing its 
extensibili ty.
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Working the dough gives the reverse effect, apparently 
breaking down cross links,and lowering the elastic modulus 
and viscosity. After leaving the dough for some time after 
working it relaxes and apparently its original properties 
return. It is this change with time effect which makes its 
properties difficult to characterise. Many papers have 
been written on the subject, the earliest being those by 
Schofield and Scott B l a i r ^  in which they picture dough as 
being analogous to a system of springs and dashpots together 
with an elastic after effect. later investigations have 
added only to the complexity of the situation, and it still 
remains for any adequate treatment to be put forward.

fhe time dependence makes any measurement of absolute 
fundamental properties very difficult, and for practical 
purposes almost meaningless* Consequently no such attempt 
has been made for it is a study in itself.

Cm) Sehofi©ld,R.K., and Scott Blair,3. W«, Proo.roy.Soc*, 
1933, A 159» 5711 A 141, 72.
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AffPBHDIX III

Mat hemati cal Deri vat 1 ons.

A. Mmiting Oases of s' § 3*122 (iv)

fhe_ i^tial £tat£. In this ease all samples contain 
either pure A or non-A.* fhe assumption is that mixed 
samples are very rare in comparison.

fhus ¥* « a(l - a) + (1 - a)(0 - a)
* a(l — a)

fhs r&ndnsi^state, 1-he assumption is made in this
state that the chance of drawing a particle of A is 
IT , a constant and independent of any previous sampling, 
from this it follov/s that the chance Una n a particles,of 
a sample of n particles,will he A is given by

fhis gives what is known as the Bernoulli!, or Binomial, 
distribution.

How a can take values 1 or 0 with probabilities 
a and (1 - a) thus the expected value of &% in one 
trial is

E(a*) « a . 1* + (t-Do* a

and similarly the expected value of a is 
E(a) * 1 . 1  + (1-a)G SB a
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Thus the = variance per trial is B(av ) - [E(a)]*'

* a - a'*” * a(1 - a)

Bat the sample is made up of n independent trials , so
the variance for the sample is na(t - a) . This is the
variance of the number of successes; the variance of the
proportion of successes will therefore be ~ 0 „  .T -ft?..n.n

« 5(1 - a)
n * *

B* Relationship Between the Spectral Function and the 
Autocorrelation Function. § 3.146

fh e equation ^ te*> voV dlV ....12.

is a standard result known as the wiener-Khintchine 
Theorem, and a proof can be found in the mathematical 
texts e.g. Hener  ̂ . fhe result may also be expressed 
by the pair of Fourier Transforms

- 4- f ^ r e " i o r A v

« r » { i ) e r L^ A . {
J a

a. ...» 4 ^  . 2 £  w  jr Aj .. . . *
is due to MacDonald ___________________________________
(*) li ener ,N. Interpolati on Extrapolation and Smoothing 

of Time Series, John Wiley and Sons, Hew York, 1949*
{**) MacDonald>D.K.C. Phil.Mag., 1949, 40, 56t.



C. Effect of Variance on Sample Size (Discrete Values) §3*1491 

Consider the series % x > . * *. A>*7 \

let the mean value X  « o
|i,nit

put R f y \  * x>  x ‘*v
x» * • * » x w

She problem is to find ¥ xr\Y

Putting t  (*»■**». * * * *• + x* )  *
“yT V * * ‘ *

ft ft
s *

>
w-v*\

* ft

f  +  * +  s

r  s.;

•S A - V - V  s

+**) + (x'+xf-* • •• ^

w t + (r*)*(?) + v ... + j

y^ w ) -c<-o « h ®

* v ^  [ ^ - r s * ( , ) ] |
SM S -\ >

r-\ _

Extending this to the continuous case such that the interval



( x x )

between the x values tends to aero gives the result

0
0O

*  ^  L ^ i r  ■ ^  ] > * * *
B* fhe Relationship Between and Ey .

let r, he some parti cular value of r
-

Ihea Xrx " 7  C(x) Ax
'  J X

r* 1 % r r 1
= r *  I  (  c  W  * *  1

QL f *  f 1  ___________
* Y“*- \ \ C  (*) C(x*v) ^1 J o J 0

2  r *  .
= 7 1  \  8 in e ® c  C * K (***»■) * •

* Independent of x
= 2 . r'r’ 2  r *

r> J 0^ y " y;*- ] *"Ky

* y" \ ^  Ay if ̂  > >  Yc where for \T > Y 0,
' J « ^ all ^  O

E* ?oxtrier Analysis of Regular Systems § 3.1495
i) It

C.(*) - ^ L ^ t a j n x  -v £  Si* a *
V'i' «» *x+f *»•» f.

Xy ” 7 I  â ujAxAji + -j: 2_ \ *»***■ ax AxA,I J * r **l J X
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r  **** (*+£.) Si * «* *  ^  ** a (x *£) Siivvy

taking the mean value of the square of this all terms 
vanish except those in Si.xWpt+^and tetx ĵ&ĵ fche mean 
value of these is -J .

‘ZTvC* where K v N  2  (<Xh  +'»h ) ...21.htt * *

ii) fhe chessboard pattern is evaluated by the 
method. § 3*1494

c(x»i) * x  C ^
Using double Fourier series for a chessboard of side

C - C v i ) -  4 - Z Z  - ^ W ? ?  « ,  s s i
9\m\ Wit

Integrating this over a sampling square of side r 
leads to

x ;  -  r r o = s ? x » = = a )  * * ? ( « ? ) «
w\Tnr

*  " S T

v o r r
O k ... 22<
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Again taking the mean square value of this only the 
coefficients of

&+ "oT ( '*'+ X  ̂  and si? IT ( ̂  -v ^  survive leading to

X r  =. 7 " % wogg, ’T fV - t« v n rV ^  .
tt*  v *  Z - — ^  ** ^53T Z > — **

oO
- 1  V C K V

^  o T
V \ a . l

«. t - ^Tcy «o
'* "5T -r

-  T ^ r f * «  '”'' H P )
F* fhe Relationship Between d and s’ if the Variables 

are formally distributed. § 3*241

If <̂> (>̂  is the distribution function <T its standard 
deviation and O  the mean, 
then for a normal distribution

i — _*hV ^  I V
e r ^ -

■  \ o I* I 4  W  (*x

* 2.1 x  db [*} Ah.
0

■J5  r
* 7 5 ?  \ x *  * “j 0
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APPETOIX IV A

Calculation of Iris Piaphragm Ratios.

She arrangement of the optical system is shown in 
Fig. 5 * From the dimensions of this and the focal 

length of the lenses that ratio of the iris aperture to 
the image of this thrown on the plate, and hernee the 
sample size, can he calculated.

fhe standard lens formula

fcy putting r » £  and K * u  ♦ *

gives the form S±i * Sil m JL
K  EX f

i.e. !*f + B(2f+X) + f * 0

From the actual measurements

f a x m 53«

whence > since the image is dimini shed,

1  *  1*42

hence

Iris diameter ** 1.42
scanning spot diameter 1
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APPENDIX 17 B

fhe Preparation of Random Patterns.

fhis was done using decimal graph paper. Spots were 
"blackened on this according to the following plan*-

1. fhe large squares (1cm.side) were numbered across the 
page and then down (i.e. in the sequence of the words on 
a printed page). fo each of these, in order, a random 
number in the same order was taken from a table of four 
digit random numbers in "Statistical fables for Research 
Workers" by Fisher and Tates.

2. Within the 1cm. squares, the small squares (1mm.side) 
were numbered in the same fashion as above, 1 - 100.

3* fhe first digit in the random number gave the size of 
spot in terms of small squares, to be inserted into each 
large square according to the schemei

So. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Spot Size 7x? 7x7 7x5 7x3 7x1 5x5 5x3 5x1 3x3 3x1

fhis distribution of sizes was arbitrary and gives the 
average spot size as 21.8 squares.

4. fhe second number gave an orientation factor to the 
asymmetric spots, if it was 0 - 4  the long axis was 
horizontal, if 5 - 9  this was vertical. With symetrie
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spots this number had no significance.

fhe remaining two numbers gave the position of the 
small square whose centre corresponded to the centre 
of the spot. fhe choice of odd numbers for square 
sizes simplified this.

e.g. If the eighth number in the random table were 
4675 this would imply that a spot would be drawn,
7 x 1 small squares in size, situated so that the 
seven squares would lie vertically, and that the fourth 
of these would occupy small square number 73 within 
the eighth large one.

Any overlapping* quite rare owing to the comparatively 
small amount blacked in, was ignored.
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APPB1BIX IT C

Estimation of the Initial Values of .

It is possible, knowing the maxi mum and minimum light 
transmitted through the plate by the "pure white" and 

"pure black", to calculate the initial value of m i.e. the 
value at no-mixing. Owing to sampling errors this will 
probably not correspond exactly with the experimental values, 
but it affords a check on these.

let the mean light transmitted be the maximum
w  ■«* the minimum • $he proportions of black to
white are known as ts4 *

Then
the r.m.s. fluctuation « B  s £  Q

where B » n

In the practical case this is as read in terms of the current 
in the 931 A load resistor, in scale units of the B. 0. 
microammeter. The calibration of this meter is 
1 division m .445 yua and the load resistor is .25 megohms.

Sence « .2 volts
0 m 25.5

from measurements on a number of plates the mean values are 
Lmin * 8 » Lmax 3 79 ’ \  9 22

whence 3  = J| 2|*| - 15-5 volts



GENERAL NOTATION
B

a(a, j • • •) , b 
I ,

d 
n

L
C(x)

Y *r
Er

R(r)

»  (f )
£ c , u . 

m ,n, u, s 
M , 
k
t ,
m
m 1

A *

T

NOTATION

Components
Component concentration (proportions) 
Standard deviation and variance of a 
Mean absolute deviation of a 
No.of particles in sample and general no. 
Length measures
Concentration of a at point x
Mean concentration of a over a length r
Variance of
Autocorrelation function
Coefficient of correlation R(r) » IL./—

X SI
Fourier coefficients 
Spectral function 
Length frequencies 
General numbers
Generalised mixing measure, final state M 
Mixing rate constant 
Time, time for half mixing 
Mixing measure in experimental work 
Mean value of m over sample size range

QUOTED FROM REFERENCES
L*2-

z = -1

Mixing index .................. (7)
Chi squared (statistical measure) (2)

%/a Variable transformation.......  (2)
Linear scale of segregation ... (6)
Volume scale of segregation ... (6)
Intensity of segregation ... (6)
Initial position matrix ... ... (11)
Final position matrix ... ... (11)
Distribution matrix .......  (11)
General interfacial surface ... (3>5)

SQ Maximum interfacial surface ... (3*5)
X Percentage mixed (5)

Numbers in brackets give the reference containing the
symbol.

X-
2 sin 

S 
V

M

£*•}
[ ? 4

m


